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A Survey of Optimization Methods from
a Machine Learning Perspective
Shiliang Sun, Zehui Cao, Han Zhu, and Jing Zhao
Abstract—Machine learning develops rapidly, which has made
many theoretical breakthroughs and is widely applied in various
fields. Optimization, as an important part of machine learning,
has attracted much attention of researchers. With the exponential
growth of data amount and the increase of model complexity,
optimization methods in machine learning face more and more
challenges. A lot of work on solving optimization problems or
improving optimization methods in machine learning has been
proposed successively. The systematic retrospect and summary of
the optimization methods from the perspective of machine learn-
ing are of great significance, which can offer guidance for both
developments of optimization and machine learning research. In
this paper, we first describe the optimization problems in machine
learning. Then, we introduce the principles and progresses of
commonly used optimization methods. Next, we summarize the
applications and developments of optimization methods in some
popular machine learning fields. Finally, we explore and give
some challenges and open problems for the optimization in
machine learning.
Index Terms—Machine learning, optimization method, deep
neural network, reinforcement learning, approximate Bayesian
inference.
I. INTRODUCTION
RECENTLY, machine learning has grown at a remark-able rate, attracting a great number of researchers and
practitioners. It has become one of the most popular research
directions and plays a significant role in many fields, such
as machine translation, speech recognition, image recognition,
recommendation system, etc. Optimization is one of the core
components of machine learning. The essence of most machine
learning algorithms is to build an optimization model and learn
the parameters in the objective function from the given data.
In the era of immense data, the effectiveness and efficiency of
the numerical optimization algorithms dramatically influence
the popularization and application of the machine learning
models. In order to promote the development of machine
learning, a series of effective optimization methods were put
forward, which have improved the performance and efficiency
of machine learning methods.
From the perspective of the gradient information in opti-
mization, popular optimization methods can be divided into
three categories: first-order optimization methods, which are
represented by the widely used stochastic gradient methods;
high-order optimization methods, in which Newton’s method
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is a typical example; and heuristic derivative-free optimization
methods, in which coordinate descent method is a representa-
tive.
As the representative of first-order optimization methods,
the stochastic gradient descent method, as well as its variants,
has been widely used in recent years and is evolving at
a high speed. However, many users pay little attention to
the characteristics or application scope of these methods.
They often adopt them as black box optimizers, which may
limit the functionality of the optimization methods. In this
paper, we comprehensively introduce the fundamental op-
timization methods. Particularly, we systematically explain
their advantages and disadvantages, their application scope,
and the characteristics of their parameters. We hope that the
targeted introduction will help users to choose the first-order
optimization methods more conveniently and make parameter
adjustment more reasonable in the learning process.
Compared with first-order optimization methods, high-order
methods converge at a faster speed in which the curvature
information makes the search direction more effective. High-
order optimizations attract widespread attention but face more
challenges. The difficulty in high-order methods lies in the
operation and storage of the inverse matrix of the Hessian
matrix. To solve this problem, many variants based on New-
ton’s method have been developed, most of which try to
approximate the Hessian matrix through some techniques [1],
[2]. In subsequent studies, the stochastic quasi-Newton method
and its variants are introduced to extend high-order methods
to large-scale data [3], [4], [5].
Derivative-free optimization methods are mainly used in
the case that the derivative of the objective function may
not exist or be difficult to calculate. There are two main
ideas in derivative-free optimization methods. One is adopting
a heuristic search based on empirical rules, and the other
is fitting the objective function with samples. Derivative-
free optimization methods can also work in conjunction with
gradient-based methods.
Most machine learning problems, once formulated, can be
solved as optimization problems. Optimization in the fields of
deep neural network, reinforcement learning, meta learning,
variational inference and Markov chain Monte Carlo encoun-
ters different difficulties and challenges. The optimization
methods developed in the specific machine learning fields are
different, which can be inspiring to the development of general
optimization methods.
Deep neural networks (DNN) have shown great success in
pattern recognition and machine learning. There are two very
popular NNs, i.e., convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [6]
2and recurrent neural networks (RNNs), which play important
roles in various fields of machine learning. CNNs are feed-
forward neural networks with convolution calculation. CNNs
have been successfully used in many fields such as image
processing [7], [8], video processing [9] and natural language
processing (NLP) [10], [11]. RNNs are a kind of sequential
model and very active in NLP [12], [13], [14], [15]. Besides,
RNNs are also popular in the fields of image processing [16],
[17] and video processing [18].
Stochastic gradient-based algorithms are widely used in
deep neural networks [19], [20], [21], [22]. However, various
problems are emerging when employing stochastic gradient-
based algorithms. For example, the learning rate will be oscil-
lating in the later training stage of some adaptive methods [23],
[24], which may lead to the problem of non-converging. Thus,
further optimization algorithms based on variance reduction
were proposed to improve the convergence rate [25], [26].
Moreover, combining the stochastic gradient descent and the
characteristics of its variants is a possible direction to improve
the optimization. Especially, switching an adaptive algorithm
to the stochastic gradient descent method can improve the
accuracy and convergence speed of the algorithm [27].
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a branch of machine learn-
ing, for which an agent interacts with the environment by trial-
and-error mechanism and learns an optimal policy by maxi-
mizing cumulative rewards [28]. Deep reinforcement learning
combines the RL and deep learning techniques, and enables
the RL agent to have a good perception of its environment.
Recent research has shown that deep learning can be applied
to learn a useful representation for reinforcement learning
problems [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]. Stochastic optimization
algorithms are commonly used in RL and deep RL models.
Meta learning [34], [35] has recently become very popular
in the field of machine learning. The goal of meta learning
is to design a model that can efficiently adapt to the new
environment with as few samples as possible. The application
of meta learning in supervised learning can solve the few-shot
learning problems [36]. In general, meta learning methods can
be summarized into the following three types [37]: metric-
based methods [38], [39], [40], [41], model-based methods
[42], [43] and optimization-based methods [44], [45], [36]. We
will describe the details of optimization-based meta learning
methods in the subsequent sections.
Variational inference is a useful approximation method
which aims to approximate the posterior distributions in
Bayesian machine learning. It can be considered as an op-
timization problem. For example, mean-field variational infer-
ence uses coordinate ascent to solve this optimization problem
[46]. As the amount of data increases continuously, it is not
friendly to use the traditional optimization method to handle
the variational inference. Thus, the stochastic variational in-
ference was proposed, which introduces natural gradients and
extends the variational inference to large-scale data [47].
The stochastic optimization method can also be applied to
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling to improve
efficiency. In this kind of application, stochastic gradient
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) is a representative method
[48] where the stochastic gradient accelerates the step of
gradient update when handling large-scale samples. The noise
introduced by the stochastic gradient can be characterized by
introducing Gaussian noise and friction terms. Additionally,
the deviation caused by HMC discretization can be eliminated
by the friction term, and thus the Metropolis-Hasting step can
be omitted. The hyper-parameter settings in the HMC will
affect the performance of the model. There are some efficient
ways to automatically adjust the hyperparameters and improve
the performance of the sampler.
The development of optimization brings a lot of contri-
butions to the progress of machine learning. However, there
are still many challenges and open problems for optimization
problems in machine learning. 1) How to improve optimization
performance with insufficient data in deep neural networks is a
tricky problem. If there are not enough samples in the training
of deep neural network, it is prone to cause the problem of
high variances and overfitting [49]. In addition, non-convex
optimization has been one of the difficulties in deep neural
networks, which makes the optimization tend to get a locally
optimal solution rather than the global optimal solution. 2) For
sequential models, the samples are often truncated by batches
when the sequence is too long, which will cause deviation.
How to analyze the deviation of stochastic optimization in
this case and correct it is vital. 3) The stochastic varia-
tional inference is graceful and practical, and it is probably
a good choice to develop methods of applying high-order
gradient information to stochastic variational inference. 4) It
may be a great idea to introduce the stochastic technique
to the conjugate gradient method to obtain an elegant and
powerful optimization algorithm. The detailed techniques to
make improvements in the stochastic conjugate gradient is an
interesting and challenging problem.
The purpose of this paper is to summarize and analyze
classical and modern optimization methods from a machine
learning perspective. The remainder of this paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section II summarizes the machine learning
problems from the perspective of optimization. Section III
discusses the classical optimization algorithms and their latest
developments in machine learning. Particularly, the recent
popular optimization methods including the first and second
order optimization algorithms are emphatically introduced.
Section IV describes the developments and applications of
optimization methods in some specific machine learning fields.
Section V presents the challenges and open problems in the
optimization methods. Finally, we conclude the whole paper.
II. MACHINE LEARNING FORMULATED AS OPTIMIZATION
Almost all machine learning algorithms can be formulated
as an optimization problem to find the extremum of an ob-
jective function. Building models and constructing reasonable
objective functions are the first step in machine learning
methods. With the determined objective function, appropriate
numerical or analytical optimization methods are usually used
to solve the optimization problem.
According to the modeling purpose and the problem to
be solved, machine learning algorithms can be divided into
supervised learning, semi-supervised learning, unsupervised
3learning and reinforcement learning. Particularly, supervised
learning is further divided into the classification problem (e.g.,
sentence classification [10], [50], image classifications [51],
[52], [53], etc.) and regression problem; unsupervised learning
is divided into clustering and dimension reduction [54], [55],
[56], among others.
A. Optimization Problems in Supervised Learning
For supervised learning, the goal is to find an optimal
mapping function f(x) to minimize the loss function of the
training samples,
min
θ
1
M
M∑
i=1
L(yi, f(xi, θ)), (1)
whereM is the number of training samples, θ is the parameter
of the mapping function, xi is the feature vector of the ith
samples, yi is the corresponding label, and L is the loss
function.
There are many kinds of loss functions in supervised learn-
ing, such as the square of Euclidean distance, cross entropy,
contrast loss, hinge loss, information gain and so on. For
regression problems, the simplest way is using the square of
Euclidean distance as the loss function, that is, minimizing
square errors on training samples. But the generalization
performance of this kind of empirical loss is not necessarily
good. Another typical form is structured risk minimization,
whose representative method is the support vector machine. On
the objective function, regularization items are usually added
to alleviate overfitting, e.g., in terms of L2 norm,
min
θ
1
M
M∑
i=1
L(yi, f(xi, θ)) + λ ‖ θ ‖22 . (2)
where λ is the compromise parameter, which can be deter-
mined through cross-validation.
B. Optimization Problems in Semi-supervised Learning
Semi-supervised learning (SSL) is the method between
supervised and unsupervised learning, which incorporates la-
beled data and unlabeled data during the training process.
It can deal with different tasks including classification tasks
[57], [58], regression tasks [59], clustering tasks [60], [61] and
dimensionality reduction tasks [62], [63]. There are different
kinds of semi-supervised learning methods including self-
training, generative models, semi-supervised support vector
machines (S3VM) [64], graph-based methods, multi-learning
method and others. We take S3VM as an example to introduce
the optimization in semi-supervised learning.
S3VM is a learning model that can deal with binary
classification problems and only part of the training set in
this problem is labeled. Let l be labeled data index which
can be represented as Dl = {{x1, y1}, {x2, y2}, ..., {xl, yl}},
and u be unlabeled data index which can be represented as
Du = {xl+1, xl+2, ..., xM} with M = l + u. In order to
use the information of unlabeled data, additional constraint
on the unlabeled data is added to the original objective of
SVM with slack variables ζi. Specifically, define ǫj as the
misclassification error of the unlabeled instance if its true label
is positive and zj as the misclassification error of the unlabeled
instance if its true label is negative. The constraint means to
make
∑M
j=l+1 min(ǫi, ζi) as small as possible. Thus, an S3VM
problem can be described as
min ‖ ω ‖ +C
 l∑
i=1
ζi +
M∑
j=l+1
min(ǫi, zj)
 ,
subject to
yi(w · xi + b) + ζi ≥ 1, ζ ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., l,
w · xj − b+ ǫj ≥ 1, ǫ ≥ 0, j = l + 1, ...,M,
− (w · xj − b) + zj ≥ 1, zj ≥ 0, (3)
where C is a penalty coefficient. The optimization problem
in S3VM is a mixed-integer problem which is difficult to
deal with [65]. There are various methods summarized in
[66] to deal with this problem, such as the branch and bound
techniques [67] and convex relaxation methods [68].
C. Optimization Problems in Unsupervised Learning
Clustering algorithms [54], [69], [70], [71] divide a group
of samples into multiple clusters ensuring that the differences
between the samples in the same cluster are as small as
possible, and samples in different clusters are as different as
possible. The optimization problem for the k-means clustering
algorithm is formulated as minimizing the following loss
function:
min
S
m∑
i=1
∑
x∈Si
‖x− µi‖22, (4)
where m is the number of clusters, x is the feature vector of
samples, µi is the center of cluster i, and Si is the sample set
of cluster i. The implication of this objective function is to
make the sum of variances of all clusters as small as possible.
The dimensionality reduction algorithm ensures that the
original information from data is retained as much as possible
after projecting them into the low-dimensional space. Principal
component analysis (PCA) [72], [73], [74] is a typical algo-
rithm of dimensionality reduction methods. The objective of
PCA is formulated to minimize the reconstruction error as
min
M∑
i=1
‖xi − xi‖22 where xi =
D′∑
j=1
zijej , D ≫ D′, (5)
where M represents the number of samples, ej is the base
vector, xi is aD-dimensional vector, x
i is the reconstruction of
xi. zi = {zi1, ..., ziD′} is the projection of xi inD′-dimensional
coordinates. ej is the standard orthogonal basis under D
′-
dimensional coordinates.
Another optimization goal is to find an optimal probability
density function of p(x), which maximizes the logarithmic
likelihood function (MLE) of the training samples,
max
M∑
i=1
ln p(xi; θ). (6)
4In the framework of Bayesian methods, some prior distri-
butions are often assumed on parameter θ, which also has the
effect of alleviating overfitting.
D. Optimization Problems in Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning [31], [75], [76], unlike supervised
learning and unsupervised learning, aims to find an optimal
strategy function, whose output varies with the environment.
For a deterministic strategy, the mapping function from the
state s to action a is the learning target. For an uncertain
strategy, the probability of executing each action is the learning
target. In each state, the action is determined by a = π(s),
where π(s) is the policy function.
The optimization problem in reinforcement learning can
be formulated as maximizing the cumulative return after
executing a series of actions, which are determined by the
policy function,
max
π
Vπ(s) where Vπ(s) = E
[
∞∑
k=0
γkrt+k|St = s
]
, (7)
where Vπ(s) is the value function of state s under the policy
π, r is the reward, and γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor.
E. Optimization for Machine learning
Overall, the main steps of machine learning are to build
a model hypothesis, then define the objective function, and
solve the maximum or minimum of the objective function to
determine the parameters of the model. In these three vital
steps, the first two steps are the modeling problems of machine
learning, and the third step is to solve the desired model by
optimization methods.
III. FUNDAMENTAL OPTIMIZATION METHODS AND
PROGRESSES
From the perspective of gradient information, fundamental
optimization methods can be divided into first-order optimiza-
tion methods, high-order optimization methods and derivative-
free optimization methods. These methods have a long history
and are constantly evolving. They are progressing in many
practical applications and have achieved good performance.
Besides these fundamental methods, preconditioning is a use-
ful technique for optimization methods. Applying reasonable
preconditioning can reduce the number of iterations and obtain
better spectral characteristics. These technologies have been
widely used in practice. For the convenience of researchers,
we summarize the existing common optimization toolkits in a
table at the end of this section.
A. First-Order Methods
In the field of machine learning, the most commonly used
first-order optimization methods are mainly based on gradient
descent. In this section, we introduce some of the representa-
tive algorithms along the development of the gradient descent
methods. At the same time, the classical alternating direction
method of multipliers and Frank-Wolfe method in numerical
optimization are also introduced.
1) Gradient Descent: The gradient descent method is the
earliest and most common optimization method. The idea of
the gradient descent method is that variables update iteratively
in the opposite direction of the gradients of the objective
function. The update is performed to gradually converge to
the optimal value of the objective function. The learning rate
η determines the step size in each iteration, and thus influences
the number of iterations to reach the optimal value [77].
Steepest descent algorithm is a widely known algorithm.
The idea is to select an appropriate search direction in each
iteration so that the value of the objective function minimizes
fastest. Gradient descent and steepest descent are not the same,
because the direction of the negative gradient does not always
descend fastest. Gradient descent is an example of using the
Euclidean norm in steepest descent [78].
Next, we give the formal expression of gradient descent
method. For a linear regression model, we assume that fθ(x)
is the function to be learned, J(θ) is the loss function, and
θ is the parameter to be optimized iteratively. The goal is to
minimize the loss function with
J(θ) =
1
2M
M∑
i=1
(yi − fθ(xi))2, (8)
fθ(x) =
N∑
j=0
θjxj , (9)
where M is the number of training samples, N is the number
of input features, xi is an independent variable with xi =
(xi1, ..., x
i
N ) for i = 1, ...,M and y
i is the target output. The
gradient descent alternates the following two steps until it
converges:
1) Derive J(θ) for θj to get the gradient corresponding to
each θj :
∂J(θ)
∂θ
j
= − 1
M
M∑
i=1
(yi − fθ(xi))xij . (10)
2) Update each θj in the negative gradient direction to
minimize the risk function:
θ
′
j = θj + η ·
1
M
M∑
i=1
(yi − fθ(xi))xij . (11)
The gradient descent method is simple to implement.
The solution is global optimal when the objective function
is convex. It often converges at a slower speed if the variable
is closer to the optimal solution, and more iterations need to
be performed.
Note that all the training data are used in each iteration
step, so the gradient descent method is also called the batch
gradient descent. If the number of samples is M and the
dimension of x is N , the computation complexity for each
iteration will be O(MN). In order to mitigate the cost of
computation, some parallelization methods were proposed
[79], [80]. However, the cost is still hard to accept when
dealing with large-scale data. Thus, the stochastic gradient
descent method emerges.
52) Stochastic Gradient Descent: Since the batch gradient
descent has high computational complexity in each iteration
for large-scale data and does not allow online update, stochas-
tic gradient descent (SGD) was proposed [81]. The idea of
stochastic gradient descent is using one sample randomly to
update the gradient per iteration, instead of directly calculating
the exact value of the gradient. The stochastic gradient is an
unbiased estimate of the real gradient [81]. The cost of the
stochastic gradient descent algorithm is independent of sample
numbers and can achieve sublinear convergence speed [26].
SGD reduces the update time for dealing with large numbers
of samples and removes a certain amount of computational
redundancy, which significantly accelerates the calculation. In
the strong convex problem, SGD can achieve the optimal con-
vergence speed [82], [83], [84], [25]. Meanwhile, it overcomes
the disadvantage of batch gradient descent that cannot be used
for online learning.
The loss function (8) can be written as the following
equation:
J(θ) =
1
M
M∑
i=1
1
2
(yi − fθ(xi))2 = 1
M
M∑
i=1
cost(θ, (xi, yi)).
(12)
If a random sample i is selected in SGD, the loss function
will be J∗(θ):
J∗(θ) = cost(θ, (xi, yi)) =
1
2
(yi − fθ(xi))2. (13)
The gradient update in SGD uses the random sample i rather
than all samples in each iteration,
θ
′
= θ + η(yi − fθ(xi))xi. (14)
Since the SGD uses only one sample per iteration, the
computation complexity for each iteration is O(N) where N
is the number of features. The update rate for each iteration of
SGD is much faster than that of batch gradient descent when
the number of samples M is large. SGD increases the overall
optimization efficiency at the expense of more iterations, but
the increased iteration number is insignificant compared with
the high computation complexity caused by large numbers
of samples. It is possible to use only thousands of samples
overall to get the optimal solution even when the sample
size is hundreds of thousands. Therefore, compared with
batch methods, SGD can effectively reduce the computational
complexity and accelerate convergence.
However, one problem in SGD is that the gradient di-
rection oscillates because of additional noise introduced by
random selection, and the search process is blind in the
solution space. Unlike batch gradient descent which always
moves towards the optimal value along the negative direction
of the gradient, the variance of gradients in SGD is large and
the movement direction in SGD is biased. So, a compromise
between the two methods, a mini-batch gradient descent
method (MSGD), was proposed [81].
The MSGD uses b independent identically distributed
samples (b is generally in 50 to 256 [77]) as the sample
sets to update the parameters in each iteration. It reduces the
variance of the gradients using the mean values of gradients. It
makes the convergence more stable, which helps to improve
the optimization speed. For brevity, we will call MSGD as
SGD in the following sections.
As a common feature of stochastic optimization, SGD
has a better chance of finding the global optimal solution
for complex problems. The deterministic gradient in batch
gradient descent may cause the objective function to fall into a
local minimum for the multimodal problem. The fluctuation in
the SGD helps the objective function jump to another possible
minimum. However, the fluctuation in SGD always exists,
which slows down the process of converging.
There are still many details to be noted about the use of
SGD in the concrete optimization process [77], such as the
choice of a proper learning rate. A too small learning rate
will result in a slower convergence rate, while a too large
learning rate will hinder convergence, making loss function
fluctuate at the minimum. One way to solve this problem is to
set up a predefined list of learning rates or a certain threshold
and adjust the learning rate during the learning process [85],
[86]. However, these lists or thresholds need to be defined in
advance according to the characteristics of the dataset. It is also
inappropriate to use the same learning rate for all parameters.
If data are sparse and features occur at different frequencies,
it is not expected to update the corresponding variables with
the same learning rate. A higher learning rate is expected for
less frequently occurring features [19], [22].
Besides the learning rate, how to avoid the objective func-
tion being trapped in infinite numbers of the local minimum is
a common challenge. Some work has proved that this difficulty
does not come from the local minimum values, but comes from
the “saddle point” [87]. The slope of a saddle point is positive
in one direction and negative in another direction, and gradient
values in all directions are zero. It is an important problem
for SGD to escape from these points. Some research about
escaping from saddle points were developed [88], [89].
3) Nesterov Accelerated Gradient Descent: Although
SGD is popular and widely used, its learning process is
sometimes prolonged. How to adjust the learning rate of
the search, how to speed up the convergence, and how to
prevent being trapped at a local minimum during the search
are worthwhile research directions.
Much work is presented to improve the SGD. For ex-
ample, the momentum idea was proposed to be applied in
SGD [90]. The concept of momentum is derived from the
mechanics of physics, which simulates the inertia of objects.
The idea of applying momentum in SGD is to preserve
the influence of the previous update direction on the next
iteration to a certain degree. The momentum method can
speed up the convergence when dealing with high curvature,
small but consistent gradients, or noisy gradients [91]. The
momentum algorithm introduces the variable v as the speed,
which represents the direction and the rate of the parameter’s
movement in the parameter space. The speed is set as the
average exponential decay of the negative gradient.
In the gradient descent method, the speed update is
v = η · (−∂J(θ)
∂(θ) ) each time. Using the momentum algorithm,
the amount of the update v is not just the amount of gradient
descent calculated by η · (−∂J(θ)
∂(θ) ). It also takes into account
6the friction factor, which is represented as the previous up-
date amount vold multiplied by a momentum factor ranging
between [0, 1]. Generally, the mass of the object is set to 1.
The formulation is expressed as
v = η · (−∂J(θ)
∂(θ)
) + vold ·mtm, (15)
where mtm is the momentum factor. If the current gradient
is parallel to the previous speed vold, the previous speed can
speed up this search. The proper momentum plays a role in
accelerating the convergence when the learning rate is small. If
the derivative decays to 0, it will continue to update v to reach
equilibrium and will be attenuated by friction. It is beneficial
for escaping from the local minimum in the training process so
that the search process can converge more quickly [90], [92].
If the current gradient is opposite to the previous update vold,
the value vold will have a deceleration effect on this search.
The momentum method with a proper momentum factor
plays a positive role in reducing the oscillation of convergence
when the learning rate is large. How to select the proper size
of the momentum factor is also a problem. If the momentum
factor is small, it is hard to obtain the effect of improving
convergence speed. If the momentum factor is large, the
current point may jump out of the optimal value point. Many
experiments have empirically verified the most appropriate
setting for the momentum factor is 0.9 [77].
Nesterov Accelerated Gradient Descent (NAG) makes
further improvement over the traditional momentum method
[92], [93]. In Nesterov momentum, the momentum vold ·mtm
is added to θ, denoted as θ˜. The gradient of θ˜ is used in
updating. The detailed update formulae for parameters θ are
as follows: 
θ˜ = θ + vold ·mtm,
v = vold ·mtm+ η · (−∂J(θ˜)
∂(θ)
),
θ′ = θ + v.
(16)
The improvement of Nesterov momentum over momen-
tum is reflected in updating the gradient of the future position
instead of the current position. From the update formula, we
can find that Nestorov momentum includes more gradient
information compared with the traditional momentum method.
Note that Nesterov momentum improves the convergence from
O( 1
k
) (after k steps) to O( 1
k2
), when not using stochastic
optimization [93].
Another issue worth considering is how to determine
the size of the learning rate. It is more likely to occur the
oscillation if the search is closer to the optimal point. Thus, the
learning rate should be adjusted. The learning rate decay factor
d is commonly used in the SGD’s momentum method, which
makes the learning rate decrease with the iteration period [94].
The formula of the learning rate decay is defined as
ηi =
η0
1 + d · i , (17)
where ηi is the learning rate at the time of the ith iteration,
η0 is the original learning rate, and d is a decimal in [0, 1]. As
can be seen from the formula, the smaller the d is, the slower
the decay of the learning rate is. The learning rate remains
unchanged when d = 0 and the learning rate decays fastest
when d = 1.
4) Adaptive Learning Rate Method: The manually reg-
ulated learning rate greatly influences the effect of the SGD
method. It is a tricky problem for setting an appropriate value
of the learning rate [19], [22], [95]. Some adaptive methods
were proposed to adjust the learning rate automatically. These
methods are free of parameter adjustment, fast to converge,
and often achieving not bad results. They are widely used in
deep neural networks to deal with optimization problems.
The most straightforward improvement to SGD is Ada-
Grad [19]. AdaGrad adjusts the learning rate dynamically
based on the historical gradient in some previous iterations.
Different parameters {θj} have different learning rates. The
update formulae are as follows:
gtj =
∂J(θt)
∂θj
,
V tj =
√∑t
i=1
(gij)
2 + ǫ,
θt+1j = θ
t
j − η
gtj
V tj
,
(18)
where gtj is the gradient of parameter θj at iteration t, V
t
j is
the accumulate historical gradient of parameter θj at iteration
t, and θtj is the value of parameter θj at iteration t.
The difference between AdaGrad and gradient descent is
that during the parameter update process, the learning rate is
no longer fixed, but is computed by using all the historical
gradients accumulated up to this iteration. One main benefit
of AdaGrad is that it eliminates the need to tune the learning
rate manually. Most implementations use a default value of
0.01 for η in (18).
Although AdaGrad adaptively adjusts the learning rate,
it still has two issues. 1) The algorithm still needs to set
the global learning rate η manually. 2) As the training time
increases, the accumulated gradient will become larger and
larger, making the learning rate tend to zero, resulting in
ineffective parameter update.
AdaGrad was further improved to AdaDelta [20] and
RMSProp [21] for solving the problem that the learning
rate will eventually go to zero. The idea is to consider not
accumulating all historical gradients, but focusing only on the
descending gradient in a window over a period, and using
the exponential moving average to calculate the second-order
cumulative momentum,
V t =
√
βV t−1 + (1− β)(gt)2, (19)
where β is the exponential decay parameter. Both RMSProp
and AdaDelta have been developed independently around the
same time, stemming from the need to resolve the radically
diminishing learning rates of AdaGrad.
Adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [22] is another
advanced SGD method, which introduces an adaptive learning
rate for each parameter. It combines the adaptive learning
7rate and momentum methods. In addition to storing an expo-
nentially decaying average of past squared gradients Vt, like
AdaDelta and RMSProp, Adam also keeps an exponentially
decaying average of past gradients mt, similar to the momen-
tum method:
mt = β1m
t−1 + (1− β1)gt, (20)
V t =
√
β2V t−1 + (1− β2)(gt)2, (21)
where β1 and β2 are exponential decay rates for the moments
estimate. The final update formula for the parameter θj is as
θt+1j = m
t
j − η
√
1− β2
1− β1
mtj
V tj + ǫ
. (22)
The default values of β1, β2, and ǫ are suggested to set
to 0.9, 0.999, and 10−8, respectively. Adam works well in
practice and compares favorably to other adaptive learning rate
algorithms.
5) Variance Reduction Methods: Due to a large amount
of redundant information in the training samples, the SGD
methods are very popular since they were proposed. However,
the stochastic gradient method can only converge at a sublinear
rate, while the standard batch gradient descent method can
achieve linear convergence rate [26]. How to improve SGD to
the linear convergence has always been an important problem.
Stochastic Average Gradient The stochastic average
gradient (SAG) method [25] is a variance reduction method
proposed to improve the convergence speed. The SAG algo-
rithm maintains parameter d recording the sum of the latest
gradients gi for each sample i, i ∈ {1, ...,M} in memory. The
detailed implementation is to select a sample it to update d
randomly, and use d to update the parameter θ in iteration t:
d = d− gˆit + git(θt−1),
gˆit = git(θ
t−1),
θt = θt−1 − α
n
d,
(23)
where the updated item d is calculated by replacing the old
gradient gˆit in d with the new gradient git(θ
t−1) in iteration t.
Thus, each update only needs to calculate the gradient of one
sample, not the gradients of all samples. The computational
overhead is no different from SGD, but the memory overhead
is much larger. This is a typical way of using space for saving
time. The SAG has been shown to be a linear convergence
algorithm [25], which is much faster than SGD, and has great
advantages over other stochastic gradient algorithms.
However, the SAG method is only applicable to the case
where the loss function is smooth and the objective function is
convex [25], [96], such as convex linear prediction problems.
In this case, the SAG achieves a faster convergence rate
than the SGD. In addition, under some specific problems, it
can even deliver better convergence than the standard batch
gradient descent. However, the SAG method is only applicable
to the case where the loss function is smooth and the objective
function is convex [96], such as convex linear prediction
problems. In this case, the SAG achieves a faster convergence
rate than the SGD. In addition, under some specific problems,
it can even deliver better convergence than the standard batch
gradient descent.
Stochastic Variance Reduction Gradient Since the SAG
method is only applicable to smooth and convex functions and
needs to store the gradient of each sample, it is inconvenient to
be applied in non-convex neural networks. The stochastic vari-
ance reduction gradient (SVRG) [26] method was proposed
to improve the performance of optimization in the complex
models.
The algorithm of SVRG maintains the interval average
gradient µ˜ by calculating the gradients of all samples in every
w iterations instead of in each iteration:
µ˜ =
1
M
M∑
i=1
gi(θ˜), (24)
where θ˜ is the interval update parameter. The interval param-
eter µ˜ contains the average memory of all sample gradients in
the past time for each time interval w. SVRG picks uniform
it ∈ {1, ...,M} randomly, and executes gradient updates to
the current parameters:
θt = θt−1 − η · (git(θt−1)− git(θ˜) + µ˜). (25)
The gradient is calculated up to two times in each update.
After w interations, θ˜ ← θw, start the next w iterations.
Through these update, θt and the interval update parameter
θ˜ will converge to the optimal θ∗, and then µ˜→ 0, and
git(θ
t−1)− git(θ˜) + µ˜→ git(θt−1)− git(θ∗)→ 0. (26)
SVRG proposes a vital concept called variance reduction.
This concept is related to the convergence analysis of SGD,
in which it is necessary to assume that there is a constant
upper bound for the variance of the gradients. This constant
upper bound implies that the SGD cannot achieve linear
convergence. However, in SVRG, the upper bound of variance
can be continuously reduced due to the special update item
git(θt−1) − git(θ˜) + µ˜ , thus achieving linear convergence
[26].
The strategies of SAG and SVRG are related to variance
reduction. Compared with SAG, SVRG does not need to
maintain all gradients in memory, which means that memory
resources are saved, and it can be applied to complex problems
efficiently. Experiments have shown that the performance
of SVRG is remarkable on a non-convex neural network
[26], [97], [98]. There are also many variants of such linear
convergence stochastic optimization algorithms, such as the
SAGA algorithm [99].
6) Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers: Aug-
mented Lagrangian multiplier method is a common method to
solve optimization problems with linear constraints. Compared
with the naive Lagrangian multiplier method, it makes prob-
lems easier to solve by adding a penalty term to the objective.
Consider the following example,
min {θ1(x) + θ2(y)|Ax+By = b, x ∈ X , y ∈ Y} . (27)
The augmented Lagrange function for problem (27) is
Lβ(x, y, λ) =θ1(x) + θ2(y)− λT(Ax +By − b)
+
β
2
||Ax+By − b||2.
(28)
8When solved by the augmented Lagrangian multiplier method,
its kth step iteration starts from the given λk, and the opti-
mization turns out to{
(xk+1, yk+1) = argmin
{Lβ(x, y, λk)|x ∈ X , y ∈ Y} ,
λk+1 = λk − β(Axk+1 +Byk+1 − b).
(29)
Separating the (x, y) sub-problem in (29), the augmented
Lagrange multiplier method can be relaxed to the following
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [100],
[101]. Its kth step iteration starts with the given (yk, λk), and
the details of iterative optimization are as follows:
xk+1 = argmin
{
θ1(x)− (λk)⊤Ax+ β
2
||Conx||2|x ∈ X
}
,
yk+1 = argmin
{
θ2(y)− (λk)⊤By + β
2
||Cony||2|y ∈ Y
}
,
λk+1 = λk − β(Axk+1 +Byk+1 − b),
(30)
where Conx = Ax+By
k − b and Cony = Axk+1 +By− b.
The penalty parameter β has a certain impact on the
convergence rate of the ADMM. The larger the β value is,
the greater the penalties for the constraint term. In general,
a monotonically increasing sequence of {βk} can be adopted
instead of the fixed β [102]. Specifically, an auto-adjustment
criterion that automatically adjusts {βk} based on the current
value of
{
xk
}
during the iteration was proposed, and applied
for solving some convex optimization problems [103], [104].
The ADMM method uses the separable operators in the
convex optimization problem to divide a large problem into
multiple small problems that can be solved in a distributed
manner. In theory, the framework of ADMM can solve most of
the large-scale optimization problems. However, there are still
some problems in practical applications. For example, if we
use a stop criterion to determine whether convergence occurs,
the original residuals and dual residuals are both related to β,
and β with a large value will lead to difficulty in meeting the
convergence conditions [105].
7) Frank-Wolfe Method: In 1956, Frank and Wolfe pro-
posed an algorithm for solving linear constraint problems
[106]. The basic idea is to approximate the objective function
with a linear function, then solve the linear programming
to find the feasible descending direction, and finally make a
one-dimensional search along the direction in the feasible do-
main. This method is also called the approximate linearization
method.
Here, we give a simple example of Frank-Wolfe method.
Consider the optimization problem,
min f(x),
s.t. Ax = b,
x ≥ 0,
(31)
where A is an m × n full row rank matrix, and the feasible
region is S = {x|Ax = b, x ≥ 0}. Expand f(x) linearly at
x0, f(x) ≈ f(x0) +∇f(x0)T (x − x0), and substitute it into
equation (31). Then we have{
min f(xk) +∇f(xk)T (x− xk),
s.t. x ∈ S, (32)
which is equivalent to{
min ∇f(xk)Tx,
s.t. x ∈ S. (33)
Suppose there exist an optimal solution yk, and then there
must be {
∇f(xk)T yk < ∇f(xk)Txk,
∇f(xk)T (yk − xk) < 0. (34)
So yk − xk is the decreasing direction of f(x) at xk . A
fetch step of λk updates the search point in a feasible direction.
The detailed operation is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Frank-Wolfe Method [106], [107]
Input: x0, ε ≥ 0, k := 0
Output: x∗
yk ← min∇f(xk)Tx
while |∇f(xk)T (yk − xk)| > ε do
λk = argmin0≤λ≤1 f(x
k + λ(yk − xk))
xk+1 ≈ xk + λk(yk − xk)
k := k + 1
yk ← min∇f(xk)Tx
end while
x∗ ≈ xk
The algorithm satisfies the following convergence theo-
rem [106]:
c(1) xk is the Kuhn-Tucker point of (31) when
∇f(xk)T (yk − xk) = 0.
(2) Since yk is an optimal solution for problem (33), the
vector dk satisfies dk = y
k−xk and is the feasible descending
direction of f at point xk when ∇f(xk)T (yk − xk) 6= 0.
The Frank-Wolfe algorithm is a first-order iterative
method for solving convex optimization problems with con-
strained conditions. It consists of determining the feasible
descent direction and calculating the search step size. The
algorithm is characterized by fast convergence in early iter-
ations and slower in later phases. When the iterative point
is close to the optimal solution, the search direction and the
gradient of the objective function tend to be orthogonal. Such a
direction is not the best downward direction so that the Frank-
Wolfe algorithm can be improved and extended in terms of the
selection of the descending directions [108], [109], [110].
8) Summary: We summarize the mentioned first-order
optimization methods in terms of properties, advantages and
disadvantages in Table I.
B. High-Order Methods
The second-order method can be used to address the
problem where an objective function is highly non-linear and
ill-conditioned by introducing curvature information.
This section begins with introducing the conjugate gra-
dient method, which is a method that only needs first-order
derivative information for well-defined quadratic program-
ming, but overcomes the shortcoming of the steepest descent
method, and avoids the disadvantages of Newton’s method
9TABLE I: Summary of First-Order Optimization Methods
Method Properties Advantages Disadvantages
GD Solve the optimal value along the di-
rection of the gradient descent. The
method converges at a linear rate.
The solution is global optimal when the
objective function is convex.
In each parameter update, gradients of
total samples need to be calculated, so
the calculation cost is high.
SGD [81] The update parameters are calculated
using a randomly sampled minibatch.
The method converges at a sublinear
rate.
The calculation time for each update
does not depend on the total number
of training samples, and a lot of calcu-
lation cost is saved.
It is difficult to choose an appropriate
learning rate, and using the same learn-
ing rate for all parameters is not appro-
priate. The solution may be trapped at
the saddle point in some cases.
NAG [93] Accelerate the current gradient descent
by accumulating the previous gradient
as momentum and perform the gradient
update process with momentum.
When the gradient direction changes,
the momentum can slow the parameter
update speed and reduce the oscillation;
when the gradient direction remains,
the momentum can accelerate the pa-
rameter update. Momentum helps to
jump out of locally optimal solution.
It is difficult to choose a suitable learn-
ing rate.
AdaGrad [19] The learning rate is adaptively adjusted
according to the sum of the squares of
all historical gradients.
In the early stage of training, the cumu-
lative gradient is smaller, the learning
rate is larger, and learning speed is
faster. The method is suitable for deal-
ing with sparse gradient problems. The
learning rate of each parameter adjusts
adaptively.
As the training time increases, the ac-
cumulated gradient will become larger
and larger, making the learning rate
tend to zero, resulting in ineffective
parameter update. A manual learning
rate is still needed. It is not suitable for
dealing with non-convex problems.
AdaDelta/
RMSProp [20],
[21]
Change the way of total gradient accu-
mulation to exponential moving aver-
age.
Improve the ineffective learning prob-
lem in the late stage of AdaGrad. It
is suitable for optimizing non-stationary
and non-convex problems.
In the late training stage, the update
process may be repeated around the
local minimum.
Adam [22] Combining the adaptive methods and
the momentum method, the first-order
moment estimation and the second-
order moment estimation of the gradi-
ent are used to dynamically adjust the
learning rate of each parameter, and the
bias correction is added.
The gradient descent process is rela-
tively stable. It is suitable for most
non-convex optimization problems with
large data sets and high dimensional
space.
The method may not converge in some
cases.
SAG [25] The old gradient of each sample and
the summation of gradients over all
samples are maintained in memory. For
each update, one sample is randomly
selected each time and the gradient sum
is recalculated, and the updated gradi-
ent sum is used as the update direction.
The method is a linear convergence
algorithm, which is much faster than
SGD.
The method is only applicable to
smooth and convex functions and needs
to store the gradient of each sample. It
is inconvenient to be applied in non-
convex neural networks.
SVRG [26] Instead of saving the gradient of each
sample, the average gradient is saved at
regular intervals. and the gradient sum
is updated at each iteration by calculat-
ing the gradients with respect to the old
parameters and the current parameters
for the randomly selected samples. It is
a linear convergence algorithm.
The method does not need to maintain
all gradients in memory, which saves
memory resources.
To apply it to larger/deeper neural nets
whose training cost is a critical issue,
further investigation is still needed.
ADMM [111] The method solves optimization prob-
lems with linear constraints by adding
a penalty term to the objective and
separating variables into sub-problems
which can be solved iteratively.
The method uses the separable opera-
tors in the convex optimization problem
to divide a large problem into multiple
small problems that can be solved in
a distributed manner. The framework is
practical in most large-scale optimiza-
tion problems.
The original residuals and dual resid-
uals are both related to the penalty
parameter whose value is difficult to
determine.
Frank-Wolfe
[106]
The method approximates the objective
function with a linear function, solves
the linear programming to find the fea-
sible descending direction, and makes
a one-dimensional search along the di-
rection in the feasible domain.
The method can solve optimization
problems with linear constraints, whose
convergence speed is fast in early iter-
ations.
The method converges slowly in later
phases. When the iterative point is close
to the optimal solution, the search di-
rection and the gradient of the objective
function tend to be orthogonal. Such
a direction is not the best downward
direction.
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of storing and calculating the inverse Hessian matrix. But
note that when applying it to general optimization problems,
the second-order gradient is needed to get an approximation
to quadratic programming. Then, the classical quasi-Newton
method using second-order information is described. Although
the convergence of the algorithm can be guaranteed, the com-
putational process is costly and thus rarely used for solving
large machine learning problems. In recent years, with the
continuous improvement of high-order optimization methods,
more and more high-order methods have been proposed to
handle large-scale data by using stochastic technique [112],
[113], [114]. From this perspective, we discuss several high-
order methods, including the stochastic quasi-Newton method
(integrating the second-order information and the stochastic
method) and their variants. These algorithms allow us to use
higher-order methods to process large-scale data.
1) Conjugate Gradient Method: The conjugate gradient
(CG) approach is a very interesting optimization method,
which is one of the most effective methods for solving large-
scale linear systems of equations. It can also be used to
solve nonlinear optimization problems [80]. As we know, the
first-order methods are simple but have a slow convergence
speed, and the second-order methods need a lot of resources.
Conjugate gradient optimization is an intermediate algorithm,
which can only utilize the first-order information for some
problems but ensures the convergence speed like high-order
methods.
Early in the 1960s, a conjugate gradient method for
solving a linear system was proposed, which is an alternative
to Gaussian elimination [115]. Then in 1964, the conjugate
gradient method was extended to handle nonlinear optimiza-
tion for general functions [80]. For years, many different
algorithms have been presented based on this method, some of
which have been widely used in practice. The main features of
these algorithms are that they have faster convergence speed
than steepest descent. Next, we describe the conjugate gradient
methods.
Consider a linear system,
Aθ = b, (35)
where A is a n × n symmetric, positive-definite matrix. The
matrix A and vector b are known, and we need to solve the
value of θ. The problem (35) can also be considered as an
optimization problem that minimizes the quadratic positive
definite function,
min
θ
F (θ) =
1
2
θ⊤Aθ − bθ + c. (36)
The above two equations have an identical unique solution. It
enables us to regard the conjugate gradient as a method for
solving optimization problems.
The gradient of F (θ) can be obtained by simple calcu-
lation, and it equals the residual of the linear system [80]:
r(θ) = ∇F (θ) = Aθ − b.
Definition 1: Conjugate: Given an n × n symmetric
positive-definite matrix A, two non-zero vector di, dj are
conjugate with respect to A if
d⊤i Adj = 0. (37)
A set of non-zero vector {d1, d2, d3, ...., dn} is said to be
conjugate respect to A if any two unequal vectors are conjugate
with respect to A [80].
Next, we introduce the detailed derivation of the conju-
gate gradient method. θ0 is a starting point, {dt}n−1t=1 is a set of
conjugate directions. In general, one can generate the update
sequence {θ1, θ2, ...., θn} by a iteration formula:
θt+1 = θt + ηtdt. (38)
The step size ηt can be obtained by a linear search, which
means choosing ηt to minimize the object function f(·) along
θt+ηtdt. After some calculations (more details in [80], [116]),
the update formula of ηt is
ηt =
r⊤t rt
d⊤t Adt
. (39)
The search direction dt obtained by a linear combination of
the negative residual and the previous search direction,
dt = −rt + βtdt−1, (40)
where rt+1 can be updated by rt+1 = rt+ηtAdt. The scalar βt
is the update parameter, which can be determined by satisfying
the requirement that dt and dt−1 are conjugate with respect to
A, i.e., d⊤t Adt−1 = 0. Multiplying both sides of the equation
(40) by d⊤t−1A, one can obtain βt by
βt =
d⊤t−1Art
d⊤t−1Adt−1
. (41)
After several derivations of the above formula according to
[80], the simplified version of βt is
βt =
r⊤t rt
r⊤t−1rt−1
. (42)
The CG method, has a graceful property that generating a
new vector dt only using the previous vector dt−1, which does
not need to know all the previous vectors d0, d1, d2 . . . dt−2.
The linear conjugate gradient algorithm is shown in Algorithm
2.
Algorithm 2 Conjugate Gradient Method [116]
Input: A, b, θ0
Output: The solution θ∗
r0 = Aθ0 − b
d0 = −r0, t = 0
while Unsatisfied convergence condition do
ηt =
r⊤t rt
d⊤t Adt
θt+1 = θt + ηtdt
rt+1 = rt + ηtAdt
βt+1 =
r⊤t+1rt+1
r⊤t rt
dt+1 = −rt+1 + βt+1dt
t = t+ 1
end while
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2) Quasi-Newton Methods: Gradient descent employs
first-order information, but its convergence rate is slow. Thus,
the natural idea is to use second-order information, e.g.,
Newton’s method [117]. The basic idea of Newton’s method
is to use both the first-order derivative (gradient) and second-
order derivative (Hessian matrix) to approximate the objective
function with a quadratic function, and then solve the mini-
mum optimization of the quadratic function. This process is
repeated until the updated variable converges.
The one-dimensional Newton’s iteration formula is shown
as
θt+1 = θt − f
′(θt)
f ′′(θt)
, (43)
where f is the object function. More general, the high-
dimensional Newton’s iteration formula is
θt+1 = θt −∇2f(θt)−1∇f(θt) , t ≥ 0, (44)
where ∇2f is a Hessian matrix of f . More precisely, if the
learning rate (step size factor) is introduced, the iteration
formula is shown as
θt+1 = θt + ηtdt,
dt = −∇2f(θt)−1∇f(θt), (45)
where dt is the Newton’s direction, ηt is the step size.
This method can be called damping Newton’s method [118].
Geometrically speaking, Newton’s method is to fit the local
surface of the current position with a quadratic surface, while
the gradient descent method is to fit the current local surface
with a plane [119].
Quasi-Newton Method Newton’s method is an iterative
algorithm that requires the computation of the inverse Hessian
matrix of the objective function at each step, which makes
the storage and computation very expensive. To overcome the
expensive storage and computation, consider an approximate
algorithm which is called the quasi-Newton method. The
essential idea of the quasi-Newton method is to use a positive
definite matrix to approximate the inverse of the Hessian
matrix, thus simplifying the complexity of the operation. The
quasi-Newton method is one of the most effective methods
for solving non-linear optimization problems. Moreover, the
second-order gradient is not directly needed in the quasi-
Newton method, so it is sometimes more efficient than New-
ton’s method. In the following section, we will introduce
several quasi-Newton methods, in which the Hessian matrix
and its inverse matrix are approximated by different methods.
Quasi-Newton Condition We first introduce the quasi-
Newton condition. Assuming that the objective function f can
be approximated by quadratic function, we can extend f(θ)
to Taylor series at θ = θt+1, i.e.,
f(θ) ≈ f(θt+1) +∇f(θt+1)⊤(θ − θt+1)
+
1
2
(θ − θt+1)⊤∇2f(θt+1)(θ − θt+1). (46)
Then we can compute the gradient on both sides of the above
equation, and obtain
∇f(θ) ≈ ∇f(θt+1) +∇2f(θt+1)(θ − θt+1). (47)
Set θ = θt in (47), we have
∇f(θt) ≈ ∇f(θt+1) +∇2f(θt+1)(θt − θt+1). (48)
Use B to represent the approximate matrix of the Hessian
matrix. Set st = θt+1 − θt, and ut = ∇f(θt+1) − ∇f(θt).
The matrix Bt+1 is satisfied that
ut = Bt+1st. (49)
This equation is called the quasi-Newton condition, or secant
equation.
The search direction of quasi-Newton method is
dt = −B−1t gt, (50)
where gt is the gradient of f , and the update of quasi-Newton
is
θt+1 = θt + ηtdt. (51)
The step size ηt is chosen to satisfy the Wolfe conditions,
which is a set of inequalities for inexact line searches
minη f(θt + ηtdt) [120]. Unlike Newton’s method, quasi-
Newton method uses Bt to approximate the true Hessian
matrix. In the following paragraphs, we will introduce some
particular quasi-Newton methods, in which Ht is used to
express the inverse of Bt, Ht = B
−1
t .
DFP In the 1950s, a physical scientist, William C. Davi-
don, proposed a new approach to nonlinear problems [121].
Then Fletcher and Powel [122] explained and improved this
method, which sparked a lot of research in the late 1960s and
early 1970s [1]. DFP is the first quasi-Newton method named
after the initials of their three names. The DFP correction
formula is one of the most creative inventions in the field
of non-linear optimization, shown as below:
B
(DFP )
t+1 = (I −
uts
⊤
t
u⊤t st
)Bt(I − stu
⊤
t
u⊤t st
) +
utu
⊤
t
u⊤t st
. (52)
The update formula of Ht+1 is
HDFPt+1 = Ht −
Htutu
⊤
t Ht
u⊤t Htut
+
sts
⊤
t
u⊤t st
. (53)
BFGS Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno proposed
the BFGS method [123], [124], [125], [126], in which Bt+1
is updated according to
B
(BFGS)
t+1 = Bt −
Btsts
⊤
t Bt
s⊤t Btst
+
utu
⊤
t
u⊤t st
. (54)
The corresponding update of Ht+1 is
H
(BFGS)
t+1 = (I −
stu
⊤
t
s⊤t ut
)Ht(I − uts
⊤
t
s⊤t ut
) +
uts
⊤
t
s⊤t ut
. (55)
The quasi-Newton algorithm still cannot solve large-
scale data optimization problem because the method generates
a sequence of matrices to approximate the Hessian matrix.
Storing these matrices needs to consume computer resources,
especially for high-dimensional problems. It is also impossible
to retain these matrices in the high-speed storage of computers,
restricting its use to even small and midsize problems [127].
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L-BFGS Limited memory quasi-Newton methods, named
L-BFGS [127], [128] is an improvement based on the quasi-
Newton method, which is feasible in dealing with the high-
dimensional situation. The method stores just a few n-
dimensional vectors, instead of retaining and computing fully
dense n × n approximations of the Hessian [129]. The basic
idea of L-BFGS is to store the vector sequence in the cal-
culation of approximation Ht+1, instead of storing complete
matrixHt. L-BFGS makes further consolidation for the update
formula of Ht+1,
Ht+1 = (I − stu
⊤
t
u⊤t st
)Ht(I − uts
⊤
t
u⊤t st
) +
sts
⊤
t
u⊤t st
= V ⊤t HtVt + ρsts
⊤
t , (56)
where
Vt = I − ρuts⊤t , ρt =
1
s⊤t ut
. (57)
The above equation means that the inverse Hessian ap-
proximation Ht+1 can be obtained by using the sequence
pair {sl, ul}tl=t−p+1. Ht+1 can be computed if we know
pairs {sl, yl}tl=t−p+1. In other words, instead of storing and
calculating the complete matrixHt+1, L-BFGS only computes
the latest p pairs of {sl, yl}. According to the equation, a
recursive procedure can be reached. When the latest p steps
are retained, the calculation of Ht+1 can be expressed as [128]
Ht+1 = (V
⊤
t V
⊤
t−1 · · ·V ⊤t−p+1)H0t (Vt−p+1Vt−p+2 · · ·Vt)
+ ρt−p+1(V
⊤
t V
⊤
t−1 · · ·Vt−p+2)st−p+1s⊤t−p+1(Vt−p+2 · · ·Vt)
+ ρt−p+2(V
⊤
t V
⊤
t−1 · V ⊤t−p+3)st−p+2s⊤t−p+2(Vt−p+3 · · ·Vt)
+ · · ·
+ ρtsts
⊤
t .
(58)
So, the update direction dt = Htgt can be calculated,
where gt is the gradient of the objective function f . The
detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithms 3 and 4.
Algorithm 3 Two-Loop Recursion for Htgt [80]
Input: ∇ft, ut, st
Output: Ht+1gt+1
gt = ∇ft
H0t =
s⊤t ut
‖ut‖2
I
for l = t− 1 to t− p do
ηl = ρls
⊤
l gl+1
gl = gl+1 − ηlul
end for
rt−p−1 = H
0
t gt−p
for l = t− p to t− 1 do
βl = ρlu
⊤
l ρl−1
ρl = ρl−1 + sl(ηl − βl)
end for
Ht+1gt+1 = ρ
For more information about BFGS and L-BFGS algo-
rithms, one can refer to [80], [127]. Recently, the batch
Algorithm 4 Limited-BFGS [128]
Input: θ0 ∈ Rn, ǫ > 0
Output: the solution θ∗
t = 0
g0 = ∇f0
u0 = 1
s0 = 1
while ‖ gt ‖< ǫ do
Choose H0t , for example H
0
t =
s⊤t ut
‖ut‖2
I
gt = ∇ft
dt = −Htgt from Algorithm L-BFGS two-loop recur-
sion for Htgt
Search a step size ηt through Wolfe rule
θt+1 = θt + ηtdt
if k > p then
Discard the vector pair {st−p, yt−p} from storage
end if
Compute and save
st = θt+1 − θt, ut = gt+1 − gt
t = t+ 1
end while
L-BFGS on machine learning was proposed [130], which
uses the overlapping mini-batches for consecutive samples
for quasi-Newton update. It means that the calculation of
ut becomes ut = ∇St+1f(θt+1) − ∇Stf(θt), where St is a
small subset of samples, meanwhile St+1 and St are not inde-
pendent, perhaps containing a relatively large overlap. Some
numerical results in [130] have shown that the modification in
L-BFGS is effective in practice.
3) Stochastic Quasi-Newton Method: In many large-
scale machine learning models, it is necessary to use a
stochastic approximation algorithm with each step of update
based on a relatively small training subset [113]. Stochastic
algorithms often obtain the best generalization performances in
large-scale learning systems [131]. The quasi-Newton method
only uses the first-order gradient information to approximate
the Hessian matrix. It is a natural idea to combine the quasi-
Newton method with the stochastic method, so that it can
perform on large-scale problems. Online-BFGS and online-
LBFGS are two variants of BFGS [112].
Consider the minimization of a convex stochastic func-
tion,
minθ∈R F (θ) = E[f(θ, ξ)], (59)
where ξ is a random seed. We assume that ξ represents a
sample (or a set of samples) consisting of an input-output pair
(x, y). In machine learning x typically represents an input and
y is the target output. f usually has the following form:
f(θ; ξ) = f(θ;xi, yi) = l(h(w;xi); yi), (60)
where h is a prediction model parameterized by θ, and l is
a loss function. We define fi(θ) = f(θ;xi, yi), and use the
empirical loss to define the objective,
F (θ) =
1
M
M∑
i=1
fi(θ). (61)
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Typically, if a large amount of training data is used to
train the machine learning models, a better choice is using
mini-batch stochastic gradient,
∇FSt(θt) =
1
c
∑
i∈St
∇fi(θt), (62)
where subset St ⊂ {1, 2, 3 · · ·M} is randomly selected. c is
cardinality of St and c ≪ M . Let SHt ⊂ {1, 2, 3, · · · ,M}
be a randomly chosen subset of the training samples and the
stochastic Hessian estimate can be
∇2FSt(θt) =
1
ch
∑
i∈SHt
∇2fi(θt), (63)
where ch is the cardinality of S
H
t . With given stochastic
gradient, a direct approach to develop stochastic quasi-Newton
method is to transform deterministic gradients into stochastic
gradients throughout the iterations, such as online-BFGS and
online-LBFGS [112], which are two stochastic adaptations
of the BFGS algorithms. Specifically, following the BFGS
described in the previous section, st, ut are modified as
st := θt+1− θt and ut := ∇FSt(θt+1)−∇FSt(θt). (64)
One disadvantage of this method is that each iteration
requires two gradient estimates. Besides this, a more worrying
fact is that updating the inverse Hessian approximations in
each step may not be reasonable [132]. Then the stochastic
quasi-Newton (SQN) method was proposed, which is to use
sub-sampled Hessian-vector products to update Ht by the
LBFGS according to [113]. Meanwhile, the authors proposed
an effective approach which decouples the stochastic gradient
and curvature estimate calculations to obtain a stable Hessian
approximation. In particular, since
∇F (θt+1)−∇F (θt) ≈ ∇2F (θt)(θt+1 − θt), (65)
ut can be rewritten as
ut := ∇2FSHt (θt)st. (66)
Based on these techniques, an SQN Framework was proposed,
and the detailed produce is shown in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 SQN Framework [132]
Input: θ0, V , m, ηt
Output: The solution θ∗
for t=1, 2, 3, 4,....., do
s′t = Htgt using the two-loop recursion.
st = −ηts′t
θt+1 = θt + s
′
t
if update pairs then
Compute st and ut
Add a new displacement pair {st, ut} to V
if |V | > m then
Remove the eldest pair from V
end if
end if
end for
In the above algorithm, V = {st, ut} is a collection of
m displacement pairs, and gt is the current stochastic gradient
∇FSt(θt). Meanwhile, the matrix-vector product Htgt can
be computed by a two-loop recursion as described in the
previous section. Recently, more and more work has achieved
very good results in stochastic quasi-Newton. Specifically, a
regularized stochastic BFGS method was proposed, which
makes a corresponding analysis of the convergence of this
optimization method [133]. Further, an online L-BFGS was
presented in [134]. A linearly convergent method was pro-
posed [114], which combines the L-BFGS method in [113]
with the variance reduction technique. Besides these, a vari-
ance reduced block L-BFGS method was proposed, which
works by employing the actions of a sub-sampled Hessian
on a set of random vectors [135].
To sum up, we have discussed the techniques of using
stochastic methods in second-order optimization. The stochas-
tic quasi-Newton method is a combination of the stochastic
method and the quasi-Newton method, which makes the quasi-
Newton method extend to large datasets. We introduced the
related work of the stochastic quasi-Newton method in recent
years, which reflects the potential of the stochastic quasi-
Newton method in machine learning applications.
4) Hessian-Free Optimization Method: The main idea
of Hessian-free (HF) method is similar to Newton’s method,
which employs second-order gradient information. The dif-
ference is that the HF method is not necessary to directly
calculate the Hessian matrix H . It estimates the product Hv
by some technique, and thus is called “Hessian free”.
Consider a local quadratic approximation Qθ(dt) of the
object F around parameter θ,
F (θt+dt) ≈ Qθ(dt) = F (θt)+∇F (θt)⊤dt+1
2
d⊤t Btdt, (67)
where dt is the search direction. The HF method applies the
conjugate gradient method to compute an approximate solution
dt of the linear system,
Bdt = −∇F (θt), (68)
where B = H(θ) is the Hessian matrix. The new update is
then given by
θt+1 = θt + ηtdt, (69)
where ηt is the step size that ensures sufficient decrease in
the objective function, usually obtained by a linear search.
According to [2], the basic framework of HF optimization is
shown in Algorithm 6.
The advantage of using the conjugate gradient method
is that it can calculate the Hessian-vector product without
directly calculating the Hessian matrix. Because in the CG-
algorithm, the Hessian matrix is paired with a vector, then
we can compute the Hessian-vector product to avoid the
calculation of the Hessian inverse matrix. There are many
ways to calculate Hessian-vector products, one of which is
calculated by a finite difference as [2]
Hv = lim
ε→+0
∇f(θ + εv)−∇f(θ)
ε
. (70)
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Algorithm 6 Hessian-Free Optimization Method [2]
Input: θ0, ∇f(θ0), λ
Output: The solution θ∗
t = 0
repeat
gt = ∇f(θt)
Compute λ by some methods
Bt(v) ≡ H(θt)v + λv
Compute the step size ηt
dt = CG(Bt,−gt)
θt+1 = θt + ηtdt
t = t+ 1
until satisfy convergence condition
Sub-sampled Hessian-Free Method HF is a well-known
method, and has been studied for decades in the optimization
literature, but has shortcomings when applied to deep neural
networks with large-scale data [2]. Therefore, a sub-sampled
technique is employed in HF, resulting in an efficient HF
method [2], [136]. The cost in each iteration can be reduced by
using only a small sample set S to calculate Hv. The objective
function is the following form:
min F (θ) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
fi(θ). (71)
In the tth iteration, the stochastic gradient estimation can be
written as
∇FSt(θt) =
1
|St|
∑
i∈St
∇fi(θt), (72)
and the stochastic Hessian estimate is expressed as
∇2FSHt (θt) =
1
|SHt |
∑
i∈SHt
∇2fi(θt). (73)
As described above, we can obtain the approximate solution of
direction dt by employing the CG method to solve the linear
system,
∇2FSHt (θt)dt = −∇FSt(θt), (74)
in which the stochastic gradient and stochastic Hessian matrix
are used. The basic framework of sub-sampled HF algorithm
is given in [136].
A natural question is how to determine the size of SHt .
On one hand, SHt can be chosen small enough so that the
total cost of CG iteration is not much greater than a gradient
evaluation. On the other hand, SHt should be large enough to
get useful curvature information from Hessian-vector product.
How to balance the size of SHt is a challenge being studied
[136].
An active sub-sampled policy can be effective and robust
[3]. Experiments in [5] showed that this inexact sub-sampled
Newton’s method is very effective in practical applications.
5) Natural Gradient: The natural gradient method can be
potentially applied to any objective function which measures
the performance of some statistical models [137]. It enjoys
richer theoretical properties when applied to objective func-
tions based on the KL divergence between the model’s dis-
tribution and the target distribution, or certain approximation
surrogates of these [138].
The traditional gradient descent algorithm is based on
Euclidean space. However, in many cases, the parameter
space is not Euclidean, and it may have a Riemannian metric
structure. In this case, the steepest direction of the objective
function cannot be given by the ordinary gradient and should
be given by the natural gradient [137].
We consider such a model distribution p(y|x, θ), and
π(x, y) is an empirical distribution. We need to fit the pa-
rameters θ ∈ RN . Assume that x is an observation vector,
and y is its associated label. It has the objective function,
F (θ) = E(x,y)∼π[− log p(y|x, θ)], (75)
and we need to solve the optimization problem,
θ∗ ∈ argminθF (θ). (76)
According to [137], the natural gradient can be transformed
from a traditional gradient multiplied by a Fisher information
matrix, i.e.,
∇NF = G−1∇F, (77)
where F is the object function,▽F is the traditional gradient,
▽NF is the natural gradient, and G is the Fisher information
matrix, with the following form:
G = Ex∼π
[
Ey∼p(y|x,θ)
[
(
∂p(y|x; θ)
∂θ
)(
∂p(y|x; θ)
∂θ
)⊤
]]
.
(78)
The update formula with the natural gradient is
θt = θt − ηt∇NF. (79)
We cannot ignore that the application of the natural gradient is
very limited because of too much computation. It is expensive
to estimate the Fisher information matrix and calculate its
inverse matrix. To overcome this limitation, the truncated
Newton’s method was developed [2], in which the inverse is
calculated by an iterative procedure, thus avoiding the direct
calculation of the inverse of the Fisher information matrix.
In addition, the factorized natural gradient (FANG) [139]
and Kronecker-factored approximate curvature (K-FAC) [140]
methods were proposed to use the derivatives of probabilistic
models to calculate the approximate natural gradient update.
6) Trust Region Method: Most of the methods introduced
above are based on a one-dimensional line search. The process
of update can be described as θk+ ηkdk. The displacement of
the point in the direction of dk can be written as sk. The typical
trust region method (TRM) can be used for unconstrained
nonlinear optimization problems [129], [141], [142]. In the
TRM, the displacement sk is directly determined without the
search direction dk.
For the problem min fθ(x), the TRM [129] uses the
second-order Taylor expansion to approximate the objective
function fθ(x), denoted as q
(k)(s). Each search is done within
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the range of trust region with radius △k. This problem can be
described as
min q(k)(s) = fθ(xk) + gTk s+
1
2
sTBks,
s.t. ||sk|| ≤ △k,
(80)
where gk is the approximate gradient of the objective function
f(x) at the current iteration point xk, gk ≈ ∇f(xk), Bk is
a symmetric matrix, which is the approximation of Hessian
matrix ∇2fθ(xk), and△k > 0 is the radius of the trust region.
If the L2 norm is used in the constraint function, it becomes
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [143].
If sk is the solution of the trust region subproblem (80),
the displacement sk of each update is limited by the trust
region radius △k. The core part of the TRM is the update
of △k. In each update process, the similarity of the quadratic
model q(sk) and the objective function fθ(x) is measured, and
△k is updated dynamically. The actual amount of descent in
the kth iteration is [129]
△fk = fk − f(xk + sk). (81)
The predicted drop in the kth iteration is
△qk = fk − q(sk). (82)
The ratio rk is defined to measure the approximate degree of
both,
rk =
△fk
△qk . (83)
It indicates that the model is more realistic than expected when
rk is close to 1, and then we should consider expanding △k.
At the same time, it indicates that the model predicts a large
drop and the actual drop is small when rk is close to 0, and
then we should reduce △k. Moreover, if rk is between 0 and
1, we can leave △k unchanged. The thresholds 0 and 1 are
generally set as the left and right boundaries of rk [129].
7) Summary: We summarize the mentioned high-order
optimization methods in terms of properties, advantages and
disadvantages in Table II.
C. Derivative-Free Optimization
For some optimization problems in practical applications,
the derivative of the objective function may not exist or is not
easy to calculate. The solution of finding the optimal point,
in this case, is called derivative-free optimization, which is a
discipline of mathematical optimization [144], [145], [146]. It
can find the optimal solution without the gradient information.
There are mainly two types of ideas for derivative-free
optimization. One is to use heuristic algorithms. It is char-
acterized by empirical rules and chooses methods that have
already worked well, rather than derives solutions systemati-
cally. There are many types of heuristic optimization methods,
including classical simulated annealing arithmetic, genetic
algorithms, ant colony algorithms, and particle swarm opti-
mization [147], [148], [149]. These heuristic methods usually
yield approximate global optimal values, and the theoretical
support is weak. We do not focus on such techniques in this
section. The other is to fit an appropriate function according
to the samples of the objective function. This type of methods
usually attaches some constraints to the search space to derive
the samples. Coordinate descent method is a typical derivative-
free algorithm [150], and it can be extended and applied to
optimization algorithms for machine learning problems easily.
In this section, we mainly introduce the coordinate descent
method.
The coordinate descent method is a derivative-free op-
timization algorithm for multi-variable functions. Its idea is
that one-dimensional search can be performed sequentially
along each axis direction to obtain updated values for each
dimension. This method is suitable for some problems in
which the loss function is non-differentiable.
The vanilla approach is to select a set of bases
e1, e2, ..., eN in the linear space as the search directions and
minimizes the value of the objective function in each direction.
For the target function J(Θ), when Θk is already obtained,
the jth dimension of Θk+1 is solved by [144]
θk+1j = argmin
y∈R
J(θk+11 , ..., θ
k+1
j−1 , y, θ
k
j+1, ..., θ
k
N ). (84)
Thus, J(Θk+1) ≤ J(Θk) ≤ ... ≤ J(Θ0) is guaranteed. The
convergence of this method is similar to the gradient descent
method. The order of update can be an arbitrary arrangement
from e1 to eN in each iteration. The descent direction can be
generalized from the coordinate axis to the coordinate block
[151].
The main difference between the coordinate descent and
the gradient descent is that each update direction in the
gradient descent method is determined by the gradient of the
current position, which may not be parallel to any coordi-
nate axis. In the coordinate descent method, the optimization
direction is fixed from beginning to end. It does not need
to calculate the gradient of the objective function. In each
iteration, the update is only executed along the direction of
one axis, and thus the calculation of the coordinate descent
method is simple even for some complicated problems. For
indivisible functions, the algorithm may not be able to find
the optimal solution in a small number of iteration steps. An
appropriate coordinate system can be used to accelerate the
convergence. For example, the adaptive coordinate descent
method takes principal component analysis to obtain a new
coordinate system with as little correlation as possible between
the coordinates [152]. The coordinate descent method still
has limitations when performing on the non-smooth objective
function, which may fall into a non-stationary point.
D. Preconditioning in Optimization
Preconditioning is a very important technique in op-
timization methods. Reasonable preconditioning can reduce
the iteration number of optimization algorithms. For many
important iterative methods, the convergence depends largely
on the spectral properties of the coefficient matrix [153]. It
can be simply considered that the pretreatment is to transform
a difficult linear system Aθ = b into an equivalent system
with the same solution but better spectral characteristics.
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TABLE II: Summary of High-Order Optimization Methods
Method Properties Advantages Disadvantages
Conjugate Gradi-
ent [115]
CG method is an optimization method
between the first-order and second-
order gradient methods. It constructs a
set of conjugated directions using the
gradient of known points, and searches
along the conjugated direction to find
the minimum points of the objective
function.
CG method only calculates the first or-
der gradient but has faster convergence
than the steepest descent method.
Compared with the first-order gradient
method, the calculation of the conjugate
gradient is more complex.
Newton’s
Method [117]
Newton’s method calculates the inverse
matrix of the Hessian matrix to ob-
tain faster convergence than the first-
order gradient descent method. New-
ton’s method has quadratic convergence
under certain conditions.
Newton’s method uses second-order
gradient information which has faster
convergence than the first-order gradi-
ent method.
It needs long computing time and large
storage space to calculate and store the
inverse matrix of the Hessian matrix at
each iteration.
Quasi-Newton
Method [80]
Quasi-Newton method uses an approx-
imate matrix to approximate the the
Hessian matrix or its inverse ma-
trix. Popular quasi-Newton methods in-
clude DFP, BFGS and LBFGS. In gen-
eral cases, quasi-Newton method can
achieve superlinear convergence.
Quasi-Newton method does not need
to calculate the inverse matrix of the
Hessian matrix, which reduces the com-
puting time.
Quasi-Newton method needs a large
storage space, which is not suitable for
handling the optimization of large-scale
problems.
Sochastic Quasi-
Newton Method
[132].
Stochastic quasi-Newton method em-
ploys techniques of stochastic opti-
mization. Representative methods are
online-LBFGS [112] and SQN [113].
Stochastic quasi-Newton method can
deal with large-scale machine learning
problems.
Compared with the stochastic gradient
method, the calculation of stochastic
quasi-Newton method is more complex.
Hessian Free
Method [2]
HF method performs a sub-
optimization using the conjugate
gradient, which avoids the expensive
computation of inverse Hessian matrix.
HF method can employ the second-
order gradient information but does not
need to directly calculate Hessian ma-
trices. Thus, it is suitable for high di-
mensional optimization.
The cost of computation for the matrix-
vector product in HF method increases
linearly with the increase of training
data. It does not work well for large-
scale problems.
Sub-sampled
Hessian Free
Method [136]
Sup-sampled Hessian free method uses
stochastic gradient and sub-sampled
Hessian-vector during the process of
updating.
The sub-sampled HF method can deal
with large-scale machine learning opti-
mization problems.
Compared with the stochastic gradient
method, the calculation is more com-
plex and needs more computing time
in each iteration.
Natural Gradient
[137]
The basic idea of the natural gradient
is to construct the gradient descent al-
gorithm in the predictive function space
rather than the parametric space.
The natural gradient uses the Riemann
structure of the parametric space to ad-
just the update direction, which is more
suitable for finding the extremum of the
objective function.
In the natural gradient method, the cal-
culation of the Fisher information ma-
trix is complex.
For example, if M is a nonsingular approximation of the
coefficient matrix A, the transformed system,
M−1Aθ = M−1b, (85)
has the same solution as the system Aθ = b, but (85) may
be easier to solve and the spectral properties of the coefficient
matrix M−1A may be more favorable.
In most linear systems, e.g., Aθ = b, the matrix A is often
complex and makes it hard to solve the system. Therefore,
some transformation is needed to simplify this system. If the
transformed matrix is obviously structured, or sparse, it will
be beneficial to the calculation [154].
From the generality of the preconditioning problem, there
are two methods for designing the preconditioner [154]. One
is to define specific preconditioning for a certain type of
optimization problem. This type of preconditioning can solve a
certain kind of problem well, but it cannot handle other more
general problems well. The other one is the relatively more
general method. This approach is not optimal for a particular
problem but can be applied to many different problems.
The conjugate gradient algorithm mentioned previously
is the most commonly used optimization method with precon-
ditioning technology, which speeds up the convergence. The
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7.
E. Public Toolkits for Optimization
Fundamental optimization methods are applied in ma-
chine learning problems extensively. There are many inte-
grated powerful toolkits. We summarize the existing common
optimization toolkits and present them in Table III.
IV. DEVELOPMENTS AND APPLICATIONS FOR SELECTED
MACHINE LEARNING FIELDS
Optimization is one of the cores of machine learning.
Many optimization methods are further developed in the face
of different machine learning problems and specific application
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TABLE III: Available Toolkits for Optimization
Toolkit Language Description
CVX [155] Matlab CVX is a matlab-based modeling system
for convex optimization and cannot handle
large-scale problems.
http://cvxr.com/cvx/download/
CVXPY [156] Python CVXPY is a python package developed
by Stanford University Convex Optimiza-
tion Group for solving convex optimization
problems.
http://www.cvxpy.org/
CVXOPT [157] Python CVXOPT is free and can be used to handle
convex optimization based on the python.
CVXOPT is developed by Martin Andersen,
Joachim Dahl, and Lieven Vandenberghe.
http://cvxopt.org/
APM [158] Python APM python is suitable for large-scale opti-
mization and is a powerful optimizer, which
can solve the problems of linear program-
ming, quadratic programming, integer pro-
gramming, nonlinear optimization and so
on.
http://apmonitor.com/wiki/index.php/Main/PythonApp
SPAMS [111] C++ An optimization toolbox for solving various
sparse estimation problems, which devel-
oped and maintained by Julien Mairal. The
interface has matlab, R, python, C++.
http://spams-devel.gforge.inria.fr/
minConf Matlab minConf can be used to optimize differen-
tiable multivariate functions which subject
to simple constraints on parameters. It is a
set of matlab functions, in which there are
many methods to choose from.
https://www.cs.ubc.ca/∼schmidtm/Software/minConf.html
tf.train.optimizer [159] Python; C++; CUDA The basic optimization class, which is not
often called directly, but uses more of its
subclasses. tf.train.optimizer includes clas-
sic optimization algorithms such as gradient
descent and AdaGrad.
https://www.tensorflow.org/api guides/python/train
Algorithm 7 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method [80]
Input: A, θ0, M , b
Output: The solution θ∗
f0 = f(θ0)
g0 = ∇f(θ0) = Aθ0 − b
y0 is the solution of My = g0
d0 = −g0
t = t
while gt 6= 0 do
ηt =
g⊤t yt
d⊤t Adt
θt+1 = θt + ηtdt
gt+1 = gt + ηtAdt
yt+1 =solution of My = gt
βt+1 =
g⊤t+1yt+1
g⊤t dt
dt+1 = −yt+1 + βt+1dt
t = t+ 1
end while
environments. The machine learning fields selected in this
section mainly include deep neural network, reinforcement
learning, variational inference and Markov chain Monte Carlo.
A. Optimization in Deep Neural Networks
The deep neural network is a hot topic in the machine
learning community in recent years. There are many optimiza-
tion methods in the deep neural network. In this section, we
introduce them from two aspects, i.e. first-order optimization
methods and high-order optimization methods.
1) First-Order Gradient Method in Deep Neural Net-
works: The stochastic gradient optimization method and its
adaptive variants have been widely used in deep neural net-
works and have achieved good performance. SGD introduces
the learning rate decay factor and AdaGrad accumulates all
previous gradients so that their learning rates are continuously
decreased and converge to zero. However, the learning rates of
these two methods make the update slow in the later stage of
optimization. AdaDelta, RMSProp, Adam and other methods
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use the exponential averaging to provide effective updates
and simplify the calculation. These methods use exponential
moving average to alleviate the problems caused by the rapid
decay of the learning rate but limit the current learning rate
to only relying on a few gradients [23]. Reddi et al. used
a simple convex optimization example to demonstrate that
the RMSProp and Adam algorithms could not converge [23].
Almost all the algorithms that rely on a fixed-size window
of the past gradient will suffer from this problem, including
AdaDelta and Nesterov-accelerated adaptive moment estima-
tion (Nadam) [160].
It is better to rely on the long-term memory of past gra-
dients rather than the exponential moving average of gradients
to ensure convergence. A new of Adam [23], called AmsGrad,
uses a simple correction method to ensure the convergence of
the model while preserving the original computational per-
formance and advantages. Compared with the Adam method,
the AmsGrad makes the following changes to the first-order
moment estimation and the second-order moment estimation:
mt = β1tmt−1 + (1− β1t)gt,
Vt =
√
β2Vt−1 + (1− β2)g2t ,
Vˆt = max(Vˆt−1, Vt),
(86)
where β1t is a non-constant. The correction is operated in
the second-order moment Vt, making Vˆt monotonous. Vˆt is
substantially used in the iteration of the target function. The
AmsGrad method takes the long-term memory of past gradi-
ents based on the Adam method, guarantees the convergence
in the later stage, and works well in applications.
Further, adjusting parameters β1, β2 helps to converge to
a certain extent. For example, β1 can decay modestly as β1t =
β1
t
, β1t ≤ β1, for all t ∈ [T ]. β2 can be set as β2 = 1 − 1t ,
β2t ≥ β2, for all t ∈ [T ], as in AdamNC algorithm [23].
Another idea of combining SGD and Adam was proposed
for solving the non-convergence problem of adaptive gradient
algorithm [27]. Adaptive algorithms, such as Adam, converge
fast and are suitable for processing sparse data. SGD with
momentum can converge to more accurate results. The com-
bination of SGD and Adam develops the advantages of both
methods. Specifically, it first trains with Adam to quickly drop,
and then switches to SGD for precise optimization based on
the previous parameters at an appropriate switch point. The
strategy is named as switching from Adam to SGD (SWATS)
[27]. There are two core problems in SWATS. One is when
to switch from Adam to SGD, the other is how to adjust the
learning rate after switching the optimization algorithm.
The movement dAdam of the parameter at iteration t of
the Adam is
dAdamt =
ηAdam
Vt
mt, (87)
where ηAdam is the learning rate of Adam [27]. The movement
dSGD of the parameter at iteration t of the SGD is
dSGDt = η
SGDgt, (88)
where ηSGD is the learning rate of SGD and gt is the gradient
of the current position [27].
The movement of SGD can be decomposed into the
learning rates along Adam’s direction and its orthogonal
direction. If SGD is going to finish the trajectory but Adam has
not finished due to momentum after selecting the optimization
direction, walking along Adam’s direction is a good choice for
SWATS. At the same time, SWATS also adjusts its optimized
trajectory by moving in the orthogonal direction. Let
ProjAdam d
SGD
t = d
Adam
t , (89)
and derive solution
ηSGDt =
(dAdamt )
TdAdamt
(dAdamt )
Tgt
, (90)
where ProjAdam means the projection in the direction of
Adam. To reduce noise, a moving average can be used to
correct the estimate of the learning rate,
λSGDt = β2λ
SGD
t−1 + (1− β2)ηSGDt , (91)
λ˜t
SGD
=
λSGDt
1− βt2
, (92)
where λSGDt is the first moment of learning rate η
SGD, and
λ˜t
SGD
is the learning rate of SGD after converting [27]. For
switch point, a simple guideline |λ˜tSGD−λSGDt | < ǫ is often
used [27]. Although there is no rigorous mathematical proof
for selecting this conversion criterion, it performs well across
a variety of applications. For the mathematical proof of switch
point, further research can be conducted. Although the SWATS
is based on Adam, this switching method is also applicable to
other adaptive methods, such as AdaGrad and RMSProp. The
procedure is insensitive to hyper-parameters and can obtain an
optimal solution comparable to SGD, but with a faster training
speed in the case of deep networks.
Recently some researchers are trying to explain and
improve the adaptive methods [161], [162]. Their strategies
can also be combined with the above switching techniques to
enhance the performance of the algorithm.
General fully connected neural networks cannot process
sequential data such as text and audio. Recurrent neural net-
works (RNN) is a kind of neural networks that is more suitable
for processing sequential data. It was generally considered
that the use of first-order methods to optimize RNN was
not effective, because the SGD and its variant methods were
difficult to learn long-term dependencies in sequence problems
[87], [92], [163].
In recent years, a well-designed method of random pa-
rameter initialization scheme using only SGD with momentum
without curvature information, has achieved good results in
training RNN [87]. In [92], [164], some techniques for improv-
ing the optimization in training RNN are summarized such as
the momentummethods and NAG. The first-order optimization
methods have got development for training RNN, but they
still face the problem of slow convergence in deep RNNs.
The high-order optimization methods employing curvature
information can accelerate the convergence near the optimal
value and is considered to be more effective in optimizing
DNNs.
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2) High-Order Gradient Method in Deep Neural Net-
works: We have described the first-order optimization method
applied in deep neural networks (DNN). As most DNNs
use large-scale data, different versions of stochastic gradient
methods were developed and have got excellent performance
and properties. For making full use of gradient information,
the second-order method is gradually applied to deep neural
networks. In this section, we mainly introduce the Hessian-free
method in DNN.
Hessian-free (HF) method has been studied for a long
time in the field of optimization, but it is not directly suitable
for dealing with neural networks [2]. As the objective function
in DNN is not convex, the exact Hessian matrix may not be
positive definite. Therefore, some modifications need to be
made so that the HF method can be applied to neural networks
[165].
The Generalized Gauss-Newton Matrix One solution
is to use the generalized Gauss-Newton (GGN) matrix, which
can be seen as an approximation of a Hessian matrix [166].
The GGN matrix is a provably positive semidefinite matrix,
which avoids the trouble of negative curvature. There are at
least two ways to derive the GGN matrix [165]. Both of
them require that f(θ) can be expressed as a composition of
two functions written as f(θ) = Q(F (θ)) where f(θ) is the
object function and Q is convex. The GGN matrix G takes
the following form,
G = J⊤Q′′J, (93)
where J is the Jacobian of F .
Damping Methods Another modification to the HF
method is to use different damping methods. For example,
Tikhonov damping, one of the most famous damping methods,
is implemented by introducing a quadratic penalty term into
the quadratic model. A quadratic penalty term λ2d
⊤d is added
to the quadratic model,
Q(θ) := Q(θ) +
λ
2
d⊤d = f(θt) +∇f(θt)⊤d+ 1
2
d⊤Bt−1d,
(94)
where B = H + λI , and λ > 0 determines the “strength”
of the damping which is a scalar parameter. Thus, Bv is
formulated as Bv = (H+λI)v = Hv+λv. However, the basic
Tikhonov damping method is not good in training RNN [167].
Due to the complex structure of RNN, the local quadratic
approximation in certain directions in the parameter space,
even at very small distances, may be highly imprecise. The
Tikhonov damping method can only compensate for this by
increase punishment in all directions because the method lacks
a selective mechanism [165]. Therefore, the structural damping
was proposed, which makes the performance substantially
better and more robust.
The HF method with structural damping can effectively
train RNNs [165]. Now we briefly introduce the HF method
with structural damping. Let e(x, θ) mean the vector-value
function of θ which can be interpreted as intermediate quan-
tities during the calculation of f(x, θ), where f(x, θ) is the
object function. For instance, the e(x, θ) might contain the
activation function of some layers of hidden units in neural
networks (like RNNs). A structural damping can be defined
as
R(θ) =
1
|S|
∑
(x,y)∈S
D(e(x, θ), e(x, θt)), (95)
whereD is a distance function or a loss function. It can prevent
a large change in e(x, θ) by penalizing the distance between
e(x, θ) and e(x, θt). Then, the damped local objective can be
written as
Qθ(d)
′ = Qθ(d) + µR(d+ θt) +
λ
2
d⊤d, (96)
where µ and λ are two parameters to be dynamically adjusted.
d is the direction at the t iteration. More details of the
structural damping can refer to [165].
Besides, there are many second-order optimization meth-
ods employed in RNNs. For example, quasi-Newton based
optimization and L-BFGS were proposed to train RNNs [168],
[169].
In order to make the damping method based on punish-
ment work better, the damping parameters must be adjusted
continuously. A Levenberg-Marquardt style heuristic method
was used to adjust λ directly [2]. The Levenberg-Marquardt
heuristic is described as follows:
1) If γ < 14λ then λ← 32λ,
2) If γ > 34λ then λ← 23λ,
where γ is a “reduction rate” with the following form,
γ =
f(θt−1 + dt)− f(θt−1)
Mt−1(dt)
. (97)
Sub-sampling As sub-sampling Hessian can be used to
handle large-scale data, several variations of the sub-sampling
methods were proposed [3], [4], [5], which used either
stochastic gradients or exact gradients. These approaches use
Bt = ∇2Stf(θt) as a Hessian approximation, where St is a
subset of samples. We need to compute the Hessian-vector
product in some optimization methods. If we adopt the sub-
sampling method, it also means that we can save a lot of
computation in each iteration, such as the method proposed in
[2].
Preconditioning Preconditioning can be used to simplify
the optimization problems. For example, preconditioning can
accelerate the CG method. It is found that diagonal matrices
are particularly effective and one can use the following pre-
processor [2]:
M =
[
diag(
N∑
i=1
∇fi(θ) ⊙∇fi(θ)) + λI
]α
, (98)
where ⊙ denotes the element-wise product and the exponent
α is chosen to be less than 1.
B. Optimization in Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) is an important research
field of machine learning and is also one of the most pop-
ular topics. Agents using deep reinforcement learning have
achieved great success in learning complex behavior skills and
solving challenging control tasks in high-dimensional primi-
tive perceptual state space [170], [171], [172]. It interacts with
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the environment through the trial-and-error mechanism and
learns optimal strategies by maximizing cumulative rewards
[28].
We describe several concepts of reinforcement learning
as follows:
1) Agent: making different actions according to the state
of the external environment, and adjusting the strategy
according to the reward of the external environment.
2) Environment: all things outside the agent that will be
affected by the action of the agent. It can change the
state and provide the reward to the agent.
3) State s: a description of the environment.
4) Action a: a description of the behavior of the agent.
5) Reward rt(st−1, at−1, st): the timely return value at
time t.
6) Policy π(a|s): a function that the agent decides the
action a according to the current state s.
7) State transition probability p(s′|s, a): the probability
distribution that the environment will transfer to state s′
at the next moment, after the agent selecting an action
a based on the current state s.
8) p(s′, r|s, a): the probability that the agent transforms to
state s′ and obtains the reward r, where the agent is in
state s and selecting the action a.
Many reinforcement learning problems can be described
by Markov decision process (MDP) < S,A, P, γ, r > [28], in
which S is state space, A is action space, P is state transition
probability function, r is reward function and γ is the discount
factor 0 < γ < 1. At each time, the agent accepts a state
and selects the action from an action set according to the
policy. The agent receives feedback from the environment
and then moves to the next state. The goal of reinforcement
learning is to find a strategy that allows us to get the maximum
γ discounted cumulative reward. The discounted return is
constructed as
Gt =
∞∑
k=0
γkrt+k. (99)
People do not necessarily know the MDP behind the
problem. From this point, reinforcement learning is divided
into two categories. One is model-based reinforcement learn-
ing which knows the MDP of the whole model (including
the transition probability P and reward function r), and the
other is the model-free method in which the MDP is unknown.
Systematic exploration is required in the latter methods.
The most commonly used value function is the state value
function,
Vπ(s) = Eπ [Gt|St = s], (100)
which is the expected return of executing policy π from state
s. The state-action value function is also essential which is the
expected return for selecting action a under state s and policy
π,
Qπ(s, a) = Eπ[Gt|St = s, At = a]. (101)
The value function of the current state s can be calculated by
the value function of the next state s′. The Bellman equations
of Vπ(s) and Qπ(s, a) describe the relation by
Vπ(s) =
∑
a
π(a|s)
∑
s′,r
p(s′, r|s, a)[r(s, a, s′)
+ γVπ(s
′)], (102)
Qπ(s, a) =
∑
s′,r
p(s′, r|s, a)[r(s, a, s′)
+ γ
∑
a′
π(a′|s′)Qπ(s′, a′)]. (103)
There are many reinforcement learning methods based on
value function. They are called value-based methods, which
play a significant role in RL. For example, Q-learning [173]
and SARSA [174] are two popular methods which use tem-
poral difference algorithms. The policy-based approach is to
optimize the policy πθ(a|s) directly and update the parameters
θ by gradient descent [175].
The actor-critic algorithm is a reinforcement learning
method combining policy gradient and temporal differential
learning, which learns both a policy and a state value function.
It estimates the parameters of two structures simultaneously.
1) The actor is a policy function, which is to learn a policy
πθ(a|s) to obtain the highest possible return.
2) The critic refers to the learned value function Vφ(s),
which estimates the value function of the current policy.
That is to evaluate the quality of the actor.
In the actor-critic method, the critic solves a problem of
prediction, while the actor pays attention to the control [176].
There is more information of actor-critic method in [75], [176]
The summary of the value-based method, the policy-
based method and the actor-critic method are as follows:
1) The value-based method: It needs to calculate value
function, and usually get a definite policy.
2) The policy-based method: It optimizes the policy π
without selecting an action according to value function.
3) The actor-critic method: It combines the above two
methods, and learns both the policy π and the state value
function.
Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) combines reinforce-
ment learning and deep learning, which defines problems and
optimizes goals in the framework of RL, and solves problems
such as state representation and strategy representation using
deep learning techniques.
DRL has achieved great success in many challenging
control tasks and uses deep neural networks to represent
control policy. For neural network training, a simple stochastic
gradient algorithm or other first-order algorithms are usually
chosen, but these algorithms are not efficient in exploring the
weight space, which makes DRL methods often take several
days to train [177]. So, a distributed method was proposed
to solve this problem, in which parallel actor-learners have
a stabilizing effect during training [171]. It executes multi-
ple agents to interact with the environment simultaneously,
which reduces the training time. But this method ignores the
sampling efficiency. A scalable and sample-efficient natural
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gradient algorithm was proposed, which uses a Kronecker-
factored approximation method to compute the natural policy
gradient update, and employ the update to the actor and the
critic (ACKTR) [177].
C. Optimization in Meta Learning
Meta learning [34], [35] is a popular research direction
in the field of machine learning. It solves the problem of
learning to learn. In the past cognition, the research of machine
learning is to obtain a large amount of data in a specific task
firstly, and then use the data to train the model. In machine
learning, adequate training data is the guarantee of achieving
good performance. However, human beings can well process
new tasks with only a few training samples, which are much
more efficient than traditional machine learning methods. The
key point could be that the human brain has learned “how to
learn” and can make full use of past knowledge and experience
to guide the learning of new tasks. Therefore, how to make
machines have the ability to learn efficiently like human beings
has become a frontier issue in machine learning.
The goal of meta learning is to design a model that can
training well in the new tasks using as few samples as possible
without overfitting. The process of adapting to the new tasks
is essentially a learning process in the meta-testing, but only
with limited samples from new tasks. The application of meta
learning methods in supervised learning can solve the few-shot
learning problems [36].
As few-shot learning problems receive more and more
attention, meta learning is also developing rapidly. In general,
meta learning methods can be summarized into the follow-
ing three types [37]: metric-based methods [38], [39], [40],
[41], model-based methods [42], [43] and optimization-based
methods [44], [45], [36]. In this subsection, we focus on the
optimization-based meta learning methods. In meta learning,
there are usually some tasks with sufficient training samples
and a new task with only a few training samples. The main
idea can be described as follows: in the meta-train step,
sample a task τ from the total task set T , which contains
(Dtrainτ , D
test
τ ). For task τ , train and update the optimizer
parameter θ with the training samples Dtrainτ , update the
meta-optimizer parameter φ with the test samples Dtestτ .
The process of sampling tasks and updating parameters are
repeated multiple times. In the meta-test step, the trained meta-
optimizer is used for learning a new task.
Since the purpose of meta learning is to achieve fast
learning, a key point is to make the gradient descent more
accurately in the optimization. In some meta learning methods,
the optimization process itself can be regarded as a learning
problem to learn the prediction gradient rather than a deter-
mined gradient descent algorithm [178]. Neural networks with
original gradient as input and prediction gradient as output is
often used as a meta-optimizer [44]. The neural work is trained
using the training and test samples from other tasks and used in
the new task. The parameter update in the process of training
is as follows:
θt+1 = θt +N(g(θt), φ), (104)
where θt is the model parameter at the iteration t, and N is
the meta-optimizer with parameter φ that learns how to predict
the gradient. After training, the meta-optimizer N and its
parameter φ are updated according to the loss value in the test
samples. The experiments have confirmed that learning neural
optimizers is advantageous compared to the most advanced
adaptive stochastic gradient optimization methods used in deep
learning [44]. Due to the similarity between the gradient
update in backpropagation and the cell state update in the
long short-term memory (LSTM), LSTM is often used as the
meta-optimizer [44], [45].
A model-agnostic meta learning algorithm (MAML) is
another method for meta learning which was proposed to learn
the parameters of any model subjected to gradient descent
methods. It is applicable to different learning problems, includ-
ing classification, regression and reinforcement learning [36].
The basic idea of the model-agnostic algorithm is to begin
multiple tasks at the same time, and then get the synthetic
gradient direction of different tasks, so as to learn a common
base model. The main process can be described as follows:
in the meta-train step, multiple tasks batch τi, which contains
(Dtraini , D
test
i ), are extracted from the total task set T . For
all τi, train and update the parameter θ
′
i with the train samples
Dtraini :
θ
′
i = θ − α
∂Jτi(θ)
∂(θ)
, (105)
where α is the learning rate of training process and Jτi(θ) is
the loss function in task i with training samples Dtraini . After
the training step, use the synthetic gradient direction of these
parameters θ
′
i on the test samples D
test
i of the respective task
to update parameter θ:
θ = θ − β ∂
∑
τi∼p(T )
Jτi(θ
′
i)
∂(θ)
, (106)
where β is the meta learning rate of the test process and
Jτi(θ) is the loss function in task i with test samples D
test
i .
The meta-train step is repeated multiple times to optimize a
good initial parameter θ. In the meta-test step, the trained
parameter θ is used as the initial parameter such that the model
has a maximal performance on the new task. MAML does not
introduce additional parameters for meta learning, nor does
it require a specific learner architecture. The development of
the method is of great significance to the optimization-based
meta learning methods. Recently, an expanded task-agnostic
meta learning algorithm is proposed to enhance the gener-
alizability of meta-learner towards a variety of tasks, which
achieves outstanding performance on few-shot classification
and reinforcement learning tasks [179].
D. Optimization in Variational Inference
In the machine learning community, there are many
attractive probabilistic models but with complex structure and
intractable posteriors, and thus some approximate methods are
used, such as variational inference and Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Variational inference, a common
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technique in machine learning, is widely used to approx-
imate the posterior density of the Bayesian model, which
transforms intricate inference problems into high-dimensional
optimization problems [180], [181]. Compared with MCMC,
the variational inference is faster and more suitable for dealing
with large-scale data. Variational inference has been applied
to large-scale machine learning tasks, such as large-scale
document analysis, computer vision and computational neu-
roscience [182].
Variational inference often defines a flexible family of
distributions indexed by free parameters on latent variables
[180], and then finds the variational parameters by solving an
optimization problem.
Now let us review the principle of variational inference
[47]. Variational inference approximates the true posterior by
attempting to minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
between a potential factorized distribution and the true poste-
rior.
Let Z = {zi} represent the set of all latent variables
and parameters in the model and X = {xi} be a set of all
observed data. The joint likelihood of X and Z is p(Z,X) =
p(Z)p(X |Z). In Bayesian models, the posterior distributions
p(Z|X) should be computed to make further inference.
What we need to do is to approximate p(Z|X) with the
distribution q(Z) that belongs to a constrained family of dis-
tributions. The goal is to make the two distributions as similar
as possible. Variational inference chooses KL divergence to
measure the difference between the two distributions, that is
to minimize the KL divergence of q(Z) and p(Z|X). Here is
the formula for the KL divergence between q and p:
KL[q(Z)||p(Z|X)] = Eq
[
log
q(Z)
p(Z|X)
]
= Eq[log q(Z)]− Eq[log p(Z|X)]
= Eq[log q(Z)]− Eq[log p(Z,X)] + log p(X)
= −ELBO(q) + const, (107)
where log p(X) is replaced by a constant because we are only
interested in q. With the above formula, we can know KL
divergence is difficult to optimize because it requires knowing
the distribution that we are trying to approximate. An alterna-
tive method is to maximize the evidence lower bound (ELBO),
a lower bound on the logarithm of the marginal probability of
the observations. We can obtain ELBO’s formula as
ELBO(q) = E [log p(Z,X)]− E [log q(Z)] . (108)
Variational inference can be treated as an optimization
problem with the goal of minimizing the evidence lower bound
and the mean-field method. A direct method is to solve this
optimization problem using the coordinate ascent, which is
called coordinate ascent variational inference (CAVI). CAVI
iteratively optimizes each factor of the mean-field variational
density, while holding the others fixed [182].
Specifically, variational distribution q has the structure of
the mean-field, i.e., q(Z) =
∏M
i=1 qi(zi). With this assump-
tion, we can bring the distribution q into the ELBO, by some
derivation according to [46], and obtain the following formula:
q∗i ∝ exp{E−i[log p(zi, Z−i, X)]}. (109)
Then the CAVI algorithm can be given below in Algorithm 8.
Algorithm 8 Coordinate Ascent Variational Inference [182]
Input: p(X,Z), X
Output: q(Z) =
∏M
i=1 qi(zi)
Initialize Variational factors qi(zi)
repeat
for i=1,2,3....,M do
q∗i ∝ exp{E−i[log p(zi, Z−i, X)]}
end for
Compute ELBO(q):
ELBO(q) = E[log p(Z,X)]− E log q(Z)
until ELBO converges
In traditional coordinate ascension algorithms, the effi-
ciency of processing large data is very low, because each
iteration needs to compute all the data, which is very time-
consuming. Modern machine learning models often need to
analyze and process large-scale data, which is difficult and
costly. Stochastic optimization enables machine learning to be
extended on massive data [183]. This reminds us of an attrac-
tive technique to handle large data sets: stochastic optimization
[85], [182], [184]. By introducing stochastic optimization into
variational inference, the stochastic variational inference (SVI)
was proposed [47], in which the exponential family is taken
as a typical example.
Gaussian process (GP) is an important machine learning
method based on statistical learning and Bayesian theory. It is
suitable for complex regression problems such as high dimen-
sions, small samples, and nonlinearities. Gaussian process has
the advantages of strong generalization ability, flexible non-
parametric inference, and strong interpretability. However, the
complexity and storage requirements of accurate solution for
GP are high, which hinders the development of GP under
large-scale data.
The stochastic variational inference method introduced in
this section can popularize variational inference on large-scale
datasets, but it can only be applied to probabilistic models with
factorized structures. For Gaussian processes whose observa-
tions are correlated with each other, the stochastic variational
inference can be adapted by introducing the global inducing
variables as variational variables [185], [186]. Specifically,
the observations are assumed to be conditionally independent
given the inducing variables and the variational distribution
for the inducing variables is assumed to have an explicit form.
Thus, the resulting Gaussian process model can be factorized
in a necessary manner, enabling the stochastic variational
inference. This method can also be easily extended to models
with non-Gaussian likelihood and latent variable models based
on Gaussian processes.
E. Optimization in Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a class of sam-
pling algorithms to simulate complex distributions that are
difficult to sample directly. It is a practical tool for Bayesian
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posterior inference. The traditional and common MCMC al-
gorithms include Gibbs sampling, slice sampling, Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo (HMC) [187], [188], Reimann manifold variants
[189], and so on. These sampling methods are limited by the
computational cost and are difficult to extend to large-scale
data.
This section takes HMC as an example to introduce the
optimization in MCMC. The bottleneck of the HMC is that
the gradient calculation is costly on large datasets.
We first introduce the derivation of HMC. Consider the
random variable θ, which can be sampled from the posterior
distribution,
p(θ|D) ∝ exp(−U(θ)), (110)
where D is the set of observations, and U is the potential
energy function with the following formula:
U(θ) = − log p(θ|D) = −
∑
x∈D
log p(x|θ) − log p(θ). (111)
In HMC [187], an independent auxiliary momentum variable
r is introduced from Hamiltonian dynamic. The Hamiltonian
function and the joint distribution of θ and r are described by
H(θ, r) = U(θ) +
1
2
rTM−1r = U(θ) +K(r), (112)
p(θ, r) ∝ exp(−U(θ)− 1
2
rTM−1r), (113)
where M denotes the mass matrix, and K(r) is the kinetic
energy function. The process of HMC sampling is derived by
simulating the Hamiltoonian dynamic system,{
dθ =M−1rdt,
dr = −∇U(θ)dt. (114)
Hamiltonian dynamic describes the continuous motion of a
particle. Hamiltonian equations are numerically approximated
by the discretized leapfrog integrator for practical simulating
[187]. The update equations are as follows [187]:
ri(t+
ǫ
2 ) = ri(t)− ǫ2dr(t),
θi(t+ ǫ) = θi(t) + ǫdθ(t+
ǫ
2 ),
ri(t+ ǫ) = ri(t+
ǫ
2 )− ǫ2dr(t+ ǫ).
(115)
In the case of large datasets, the gradient of U(θ) needs to
be calculated on the entire data set in each leapfrog iteration. In
order to improve the efficiency, the stochastic gradient method
was used to calculate ∇U(θ) with a minibatch D˜ sampled
uniformly from D, which reduces the cost of calculation [48].
However, the gradient calculated in a minibatch instead of the
full dataset will cause noise. According to the central limit
theorem, this noisy gradient can be approximated as
∇U˜(θ) ≈ ∇U(θ) +N (0, V (θ)), (116)
where gradient noise obeys normal distribution whose covari-
ance is V (θ). If we replace ∇U(θ) by ∇U˜(θ) directly, the
Hamiltonian dynamics will be changed as{
dθ =M−1rdt,
dr = −∇U(θ)dt+N (0, 2B(θ)dt), (117)
where B(θ) = 12ǫV (θ) is the diffusion matrix [48].
Since the discretization of the dynamical system intro-
duces noise, the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) correction step
should be done after the leapfrog step. These MH steps
require expensive calculations overall data in each iteration.
Beyond that, there is an incorrect stationary distribution [190]
in the stochastic gradient variant of HMC. Thus, Hamiltonian
dynamic was further modified, which minimizes the effect of
the additional noise, achieves the invariant distribution and
eliminates MH steps [48]. Specifically, a friction term is added
to the dynamical process of momentum update:
{
dθ = M−1rdt,
dr = −∇U(θ)dt−BM−1rdt+N (0, 2B(θ)dt).
(118)
The introduced friction term is helpful for decreasing total
energy H(θ, r) and weakening the effects of noise in the mo-
mentum update phase. The dynamical system is also the type
of second-order Langevin dynamics with friction in physics,
which can explore efficiently and counteract the effect of the
noisy gradients [48] and thus no MH correction is required.
This second-order Langevin dynamic MCMC method, called
SGHMC, is used to deal with sampling problems on large data
sets [48], [191].
Moreover, HMC is highly sensitive to hyper-parameters,
such as the path length (step number) L and the step size
ǫ. If the hyper-parameters are not set properly, the efficiency
of the HMC will drop dramatically. There are some methods
to optimize these two hyper-parameters instead of manually
setting them.
1) Path Length L: The value of path length L has a
great influence on the performance of HMC. If L is too small,
the distance between the resulting sample points will be very
close; if L is too large, the resulting sample points will loop
back, resulting in wasted computation. In general, manually
setting L cannot maximize the sampling efficiency of the
HMC.
Matthew et al. [192] proposed an extension of the HMC
method called the No-U-Turn sampler (NUTS), which uses a
recursive algorithm to generate a set of possible independent
samples efficiently, and stops the simulation by discriminating
the backtracking automatically. There is no need to set the
step parameter L manually. In models with multiple discrete
variables, the ability of NUTS to select the track length
automatically allows it to generate more valid samples and
perform more efficiently than the original HMC.
2) Adaptive Step Size ǫ: The performance of HMC is
highly sensitive to the step size ǫ in leapfrog integrator. If the
ǫ is too small, the update will slow, and the calculation cost
will be high; if the ǫ is too large, the rejection rate will be
high, resulting in useless updates.
To set ǫ reasonably and adaptively, a vanishing adaptation
of the dual averaging algorithm can be used in HMC [193],
[194]. Specifically, a statistic Ht = δ − αt is adopted in dual
averaging method, where δ is the desired average acceptance
probability, and αt is the current Metropolis-Hasting accep-
tance probability for iteration t. The statistic Ht’s expectation
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h(ǫ) is defined as
h(ǫ) ≡ Et[Ht|ǫt] ≡ lim
T→∞
1
T
E[Ht|ǫt], (119)
where ǫt is the step size for iteration t in the leapfrog
integrator. To satisfy h(ǫ) ≡ Et[Ht|ǫt] = 0, we can derive
the update formula of ǫ, i.e., ǫt+1 = ǫt − ηtHt.
Tuning ǫ by vanishing adaptation algorithm guarantees
that the average acceptance probability of Metropolis verges
to a fixed value.
The hyper-parameters in the HMC include not only the
step size ǫ and the length of iteration steps L, but also the mass
M , etc. Optimizing these hyper-parameters can help improve
sampling performance [189], [195], [196]. It is convenient and
efficient to tune the hyper-parameters automatically without
cumbersome adjustments based on data and variables in the
MCMC. These adaptive tuning methods can be applied to
other MCMC algorithms to improve the performance of the
samplers.
In addition to second-order SGHMC, stochastic gradient
Langevin dynamics (SGLD) [197] is a first-order Langevin
dynamic technique combined with stochastic optimization.
Efficient variants of both SGLD and SGHMC are still active
[191], [198].
V. CHALLENGES AND OPEN PROBLEMS
With the rise of practical demand and the increase of
the complexity of machine learning models, the optimization
methods in machine learning still face challenges. In this
part, we discuss open problems and challenges for some
optimization methods in machine learning, which may offer
suggestions or ideas for future research and promote the wider
application of optimization methods in machine learning.
A. Challenges in Deep Neural Networks
There are still many challenges while optimizing deep
neural networks. Here we mainly discuss two challenges with
respect to data and model, respectively. One is insufficient data
in training, and the other is a non-convex objective in the deep
neural network.
1) Insufficient Data in Training Deep Neural Networks:
In general, deep learning is based on big data sets and complex
models. It requires a large number of training samples to
achieve good training effects. But in some particular fields,
finding a sufficient amount of training data is difficult. If we
do not have enough data to estimate the parameters in the
neural networks, it may lead to high variance and overfitting.
There are some techniques in neural networks that can
be used to reduce the variance. Adding L2 regularization
to the objective is a natural method to reduce the model
complexity. Recently, a common method is dropout [49]. In
the training process, each neuron is allowed to stop working
with a probability of p, which can prevent the synergy between
certain neurons. M subnets can be sampled like bagging by
multiple puts and returns [199]. Each expected result at the
output layer is calculated as
o = EM [f(x; θ,M)] =
M∑
i=1
p(Mi)f(x; θ,Mi), (120)
where p(Mi) is the probability of the ith subnet. Dropout can
prevent overfitting and improve the generalization ability of the
network, but its disadvantage is increasing the training time as
each training changes from the full network to a sub-network
[200].
Not only overfitting but also some training details will
affect the performance of the model due to the complexity
of the deep neural network model. The improper selection of
the learning rate and the number of iterations in the SGD will
make the model unable to converge, which makes the accuracy
of model fluctuate greatly. Besides, taking an inappropriate
black box of neural network construction may result in training
not being able to continue, so selecting an appropriate neural
network model is particularly important. These impacts are
even greater when data are insufficient.
The technology of transfer learning [201] can be applied
to build networks in the scenario of insufficient data. Its
idea is that the models trained from other data sources can
be reused in similar target fields after certain modifications
and improvements, which dramatically alleviates the problems
caused by insufficient datasets. Moreover, the advantages
brought by transfer learning are not limited to reducing the
need for sufficient training data, but also can avoid overfitting
effectively and achieve better performance in general. How-
ever, if target data is not as relevant to the original training
data, the transferred model does not bring good performance.
Meta learning methods can be used for systematically
learning parameter initialization, which ensures that training
begins with a suitable initial model. However, it is necessary to
ensure the correlation between multiple tasks for meta-training
and tasks for meta-testing. Under the premise of models with
similar data sources for training, transfer learning and meta
learning can overcome the difficulties caused by insufficient
training data in new data sources, but these methods usually
introduce a large number of parameters or complex parameter
adjustment mechanisms, which need to be further improved
for specific problems. Therefore, using insufficient data for
training deep neural networks is still a challenge.
2) Non-convex Optimization in Deep Neural Network:
Convex optimization has good properties and a comprehensive
set of tools are open to solve the optimization problem.
However, many machine learning problems are formulated as
non-convex optimization problems. For example, almost all
the optimization problems in deep neural networks are non-
convex. Non-convex optimization is one of the difficulties in
the optimization problem. Unlike convex optimization, there
may be innumerable optimum solutions in its feasible domain
in non-convex problems. The complexity of the algorithm for
searching the global optimal value is NP-hard [97].
In recent years, non-convex optimization has gradually
attracted the attention of researches. The methods for solving
non-convex optimization problems can be roughly divided
into two types. One is to transform the non-convex opti-
mization into a convex optimization problem, and then use
the convex optimization method. The other is to use some
special optimization method for solving non-convex functions
directly. There is some work on summarizing the optimization
methods for solving non-convex functions from the perspective
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1) Relaxation method: Relax the problem to make it be-
come a convex optimization problem. There are many
relaxation techniques, for example, the branch-and-
bound method called αBB convex relaxation [203],
[204], which uses a convex relaxation at each step to
compute the lower bound in the region. The convex
relaxation method has been used in many fields. In the
field of computer vision, a convex relaxation method
was proposed to calculate minimal partitions [205]. For
unsupervised and semi-supervised learning, the convex
relaxation method was used for solving semidefinite
programming [206].
2) Non-convex optimization methods: These methods in-
clude projection gradient descent [207], [208], alter-
nating minimization [209], [210], [211], expectation
maximization algorithm [212], [213] and stochastic op-
timization and its variants [26].
B. Difficulties in Sequential Models with Large-Scale Data
When dealing with large-scale time series, the usual
solutions are using stochastic optimization, processing data
in mini-batches, or utilizing distributed computing to improve
computational efficiency [214]. For a sequential model, seg-
menting the sequences can affect the dependencies between
the data on the adjacent time indices. If sequence length is
not an integral multiple of the mini-batch size, the general
operation is to add some items sampled from the previous
data into the last subsequence. This operation will introduce
the wrong dependency in the training model. Therefore, the
analysis of the difference between the approximated solution
obtained and the exact solution is a direction worth exploring.
Particularly, in recurrent neural networks, the problem
of gradient vanishing and gradient explosion is also prone
to occur. So far, it is generally solved by specific interaction
modes of LSTM and GRU [215] or gradient clipping. Better
appropriate solutions for dealing with problems in recurrent
neural networks are worth investigating.
C. High-Order Methods for Stochastic Variational Inference
The high-order optimization method utilizes curvature
information and thus converges fast. Although computing and
storing the Hessian matrices are difficult, with the development
of research, the calculation of the Hessian matrix has made
great progress [3], [4], [216], and the second-order optimiza-
tion method has become more and more attractive. Recently,
stochastic methods have also been introduced into the second-
order method, which extends the second order method to large-
scale data [3], [5].
We have introduced some work on stochastic variational
inference. It introduces the stochastic method into variational
inference, which is an interesting and meaningful combination.
This makes variational inference be able to handle large-scale
data. A natural idea is whether we can incorporate second-
order optimization methods (or higher-order) into stochastic
variational inference, which is interesting and challenging.
D. Stochastic Optimization in Conjugate Gradient
Stochastic methods exhibit powerful capabilities when
dealing with large-scale data, especially for first-order opti-
mization [217]. Then the relevant experts and scholars also
introduced this stochastic idea to the second-order optimiza-
tion methods [112], [113], [218] and achieved good results.
Conjugate gradient method is an elegant and attractive
algorithm, which has the advantages of both the first-order
and second-order optimization methods. The standard form of
a conjugate gradient is not suitable for a stochastic approxi-
mation. Through using the fast Hessian-gradient product, the
stochastic method is also introduced to conjugate gradient,
in which some numerical results show the validity of the
algorithm [217]. Another version of stochastic conjugate gra-
dient method employs the variance reduction technique, and
converges quickly with just a few iterations and requires less
storage space during the running process [219]. The stochas-
tic version of conjugate gradient is a potential optimization
method and is still worth studying.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces and summarizes the frequently
used optimization methods from the perspective of machine
learning, and studies their applications in various fields of
machine learning. Firstly, we describe the theoretical basis
of optimization methods from the first-order, high-order, and
derivative-free aspects, as well as the research progress in
recent years. Then we describe the applications of the op-
timization methods in different machine learning scenarios
and the approaches to improve their performance. Finally,
we discuss some challenges and open problems in machine
learning optimization methods.
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